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Artists’ Books Exhibitions in the Bower Ashton Library
cases, UWE, Bristol, UK
Andi McGarry - 200 Artists’ Books on the Move
Tuesday 1st September – Saturday 31st October 2015
Bower Ashton Library and room OC4, UWE Bristol*
200 artists’ books made by Andi McGarry spanning almost
30 years of production are touring venues 2015-2016:
I regard myself as having a rather a Spartan approach. Book
by book - my responses are distilled, not thickly applied,
instead - essences are used. Rawness - directness implied and applied.
I harness spontaneity - infusing personal experiences from
journals, notebooks, sketchbooks, scribblings, rantings,
ravings, ramblings. Leaping across chasms from camcorders
to computer, from songsmithing to painting. The things
described are things that excite me, things I find inspiring;
these are things I’ve recognised as I sped through life.
Applying myself through the tools of my trade, word
mongering, using turns of phrase, anything to try to enlist
the viewer, maybe someone who I can share a laugh with.
Inhabitants of my pages “waifish figures…” stretching
across Arcadian landscapes. Working a sequence of events a
visual narrative. I am in the business of producing works of
brevity; Haiku like, rough hewn, breathless, and spare.
Have I specialised in a kind of “Speedy book” to quote
Radoslaw Nowakowski?

The Browness of Sleep, Andi McGarry, 2010

and un-complication. Exploring how to simplify works that
are accessible not only to myself but have some universal
quality. Strike whilst the iron is hot, then distill and pare
away to see what remains.
Is it the case at the end of it all, that the book is a container
of ideas? Well, yes they are, but they are more than that.
A lot of emphasis can be placed on the actual container the thing that contains the ideas - I like the container too but I also like the ideas. Getting the right combination
of content and Ideas to fill the right container is the
crucial task.
In my artist’s book Campsite for example I begin with a
“haiku-esque” stride:
“…It was raining as the campsite began to fill with tents…”,
the book finishes 14 short pages later, so it’s quite brief!
Then the size of the book is inviting - palm sized, intimate,
with a narrative thread running through the centre, flanked
on either side by colourful, bright semi-abstract images.
There is something symbiotic about words and images and
the urge of trying to marshal the perfect combination.

Campsite, Andi McGarry, 1997

But - it does appear to me to be more than a rush - more
than just a quickness of execution - I am looking for honesty

Each of these works has in fact been taken from a master
copy- so they are copies of a copy, and this is the case
whether it’s an edition of 1 or 50. I make unique editions.
As a methodology it’s quite an interesting approach, there
are improvements made as I go from one copy to the next;
spelling mistakes can be rectified (or even incorporated)
into the ‘production line’.
The fact that I don’t involve technology for the main part in
my bookish activity is my choice. A choice that that relies
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instead on a brush, a pen, ink and paint. Less reliance on
technology means greater emphasis is placed on the fact
that the book is a bespoke item- almost unfortunately hand
crafted.
A lot of the emphasis in my books has been on drawing.
Drawing is as natural as breathing or picking up a camera
or a guitar. Drawing is an extension of my visualisation
process. I harbour many notebooks at home, sketchbooks
and journals and they are crammed with scribblings, ideas
and musings.
Trawling back over these books there are many roads to
follow…
The Browness of Sleep began as an idea about sleep.
Expanding, and being inspired by Edgar Allen Poe’s
quote where he described sleep as “Little Slices of Death”.
I explored the moment leading up and falling into the
grand celestial barge of sleep. I made a series of acrylic
paintings on board, scratching words into the painting “I feel like sleep is near”. The sequence of paintings lent
themselves to book form and thus followed The Browness
of Sleep, an artist’s book. I didn’t feel they were little slices
of death... too lively by half. I decided to animate the
book and create a film, and once the film was completed I
needed a soundtrack to accompany the film. I then wrote
and recorded a song using the words from the book and
painting - which made the project complete.
http://youtu.be/5JzRa4xSZzQ
And with filmmaking comes many new possibilities…
To have moving images at your disposal creates new a visual
dialogue for the landscape and figure. In the film Hippy
Jackdaw, 2012 (http://youtu.be/ddgcnmCxxbg) I build
and test a boat with a group of young people on a local
beach, the video film is accompanied by a soundtrack, that
is written by myself; and Falling down broken house blues
is about a D.I.Y. man and the fight with his arch nemesis:
http://youtu.be/7w94aT9ODiE

and children and laughter never far from my imaginative
horizon. Not to forget all the kissing and swimming and
sexy girls and hill climbing, sleeping and dreaming and
waking and beer drinking. Last week I was writing in my
notebook when I heard from the corner of my ear the sound
of my 17 year old daughter Pippa singing in the bathroomwashing her hair or whatever - I stopped what I was doing
and listened - she was lashing it out - I laughed - she was
bouncing off the tiles! - I saw that this moment needed
capturing at once and made up a book straight away - titled
‘singing in the bathroom’. It was almost like bottling up a
draft of life itself. Now don’t ask me… why I would bottle
this stuff - that’s a question to ask on another day - but feel
free to imbibe - the selection on offer - you have 200 bottles
here to choose from!
Andi McGarry, 2015
https://sunmoonandstarspress.wordpress.com
You can also see many more images of Andi’s books at:
https://sunmoonandstarspress.wordpress.com/200-artistsbooks-on-the-move-2015-2016/
*The books will rotate between a fixed display in the library
and out to handle in room OC4. Please call or email before
visiting to make sure we are in! Tel: 0117 3284915 or email:
Sarah.Bodman@uwe.ac.uk
Parts of a Whole 3: New Work from MCBA’s Artist
Community
Minnesota Center for Book Arts, Minneapolis, USA
Until 25th October 2015
MCBA is proud to present Parts of a Whole 3, an exhibition
of new work by over 70 members of our artist community faculty, Artist Co-op members, recent artists-in-residence,
fellowship and mentorship recipients, Book Arts Certificate
graduates, staff, and board members, among others curated by the MCBA Artist Co-op. Through artists’ books,
broadsides, prints, installation work, and other bookish
artistic endeavours, this vibrant and eclectic group of artists
demonstrates a breadth of innovative approaches, creative
skills, and diversity of styles.
Coordinated Book Arts Roundtables
Contemporary book artists demonstrate a breadth of
innovative approaches, creative skills and diversity of styles
through artists’ books, broadsides, prints, installation work
and more. Join us for a series of coordinated artists’ talks
presented by members of MCBA’s artist community, held in
coordination with the exhibition.

Humph!, Andi McGarry, 2013

Words and Image - Moving images and music - have very
similar properties. I like the fact there is a great deal of
playfulness in my work and it comes through in my books
- what I’m projecting – is a sense of fun, there are dogs
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Tuesday, September 15, 6pm: “Book Art in Italy” with
MCBA Co-op artist Raven Miller.
MCBA Artist Co-op member Raven Miller recently visited
Florence, Italy, where he took a letterpress class at Florence
School of Fine Arts and visited book art at exhibitions at the
Accademia di Bella Arti Firenze and at the Venice Biennale.
Join Raven for tales of these adventures!
Tuesday, October 20, 6pm: “Why Community?”
panel discussion.
A conversation on community at MCBA led by artists
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CB Sherlock, Marvel Gregoire and Regula Russelle, with
additional members of the MCBA Artist Co-op.
Minnesota Center for Book Arts
1011 Washington Ave. S. #100
Minneapolis, MN 55415, USA
http://www.mnbookarts.org
Monday – Saturday: 9.30am to 6.30pm
Tuesdays open late: 9.30am to 9pm. Sundays: noon to 5pm
Exhibitions at The Center for Book Arts, New York
Until 19th September 2015
Embraced: The International Community
Organised by Richard Minsky, Founder, Center for Book
Arts. Main gallery. This exhibition examines the influence
the Center has had on the international book arts scene as
well as the international artists who have come to the Center
to study, exhibit, or teach. This is fourth and final exhibition
of the Center’s 40th anniversary year-long celebration, each
of which featured and documented a particular programme.
Artists included are: Biruta Auna, Robert Bringhurst, Inge
Bruggeman, Ken Campbell, Ulises Carrión, Ana Cordeiro,
Béatrice Coron, Steven Daiber, Helen Douglas & Telfer
Stokes, Gavin Dovey, Colette Fu, Michael Gibbs, Takuji
Hamanaka, Barbara Henry, Amos Paul Kennedy Jr., Kumi
Korf, Hedi Kyle, Catarina Leitão, Ligorano/Reese with
Daniel Kelm, Margarita Lypiridou, Mikhail Magaril, Franco
Marinai, Russell Maret, Barbara Mauriello, Clifton Meador,
Bernard Middleton, Susan Mills, Jánis Nedéla, Asuka
Ohsawa, Zahra Partovi, Werner Pfeiffer, Tom Phillips, Lise
Poirier, John Randle, John Ross, Miriam Schaer, Gaylord
Schanilec, Robbin Ami Silverberg, Alexandra Soteriou,
Sylvia de Swaan, and Sam Winston.
/mit ðǝ detǝ/: Source Materials Visualized
Artist Members Exhibition
Organised by Alexander Campos, Executive Director &
Curator, The Center for Book Arts, and Heidi Neilson,
artist and Co-founder of SP Weather Station.
/mit ðǝ detǝ/: Source Materials Visualized presents artists’
books, book-related artworks, and text-based new
media that are visual interpretations, extrapolations, and
recontextualizations of researched source materials such as
data analysis, surveying, mapping, plotting, data mining,
statistics, analytics, observations, and schemes. In alignment
with the exhibition’s theme, the title “/mit ðǝ detǝ/”
represents the phrase “Meet the data” rendered phonetically.
The exhibition features artist members of the Center as
well as invited artists to further the discourse of the
exhibition’s theme.
Artists included are: Karen Baldner, Jen Bervin, Matthew
Birchall, AJ Bocchino, Sara Bouchard, Sarah Bryant,
Evelyn Faulkes, Neil Freeman, Barbara Henry, Candace
Hicks, Peter Jellitsch, Jessica Lagunas, Woody Leslie, Emily
McVarish, Toby Millman, Barbara Milman, John Risseeuw,
Maria Veronica San Martin, Libby Scarlett, Tim Schawrtz,
Ellen Sheffield, Ward Shelley, Joshua Singer, Edyth Skinner,
Jeff Thompson, Carolyn Thompson, Angie Waller, Thomas
Parker Williams, and Sam Winston.
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28 West 27th St, 3rd Flr, New York, NY 10001, USA
http://centerforbookarts.org
Gallery hours: Mon-Fri 11am-6pm, Sat 10am-5pm
Content: Artifact, international juried book arts exhibition
Abecedarian Gallery, Denver, USA
17th September - 31st October 2015
This exhibition will celebrate the artist’s book form as one
that goes beyond acting as a container for information,
i.e. as an object that holds more than text and/or images
arranged in a set sequence of pages. Juror: Katherine Crowe,
Curator of Special Collections and Archives, University of
Denver Libraries, Denver, Colorado.
Abecedarian Gallery
910 Santa Fe, #101 Denver, CO 80204, USA
http://www.abecedariangallery.com
Peter Downsborough
CDLA, Saint-Yrieix-la-Perche, France
Until 31st October 2015
Centre des livres d’artistes (cdla), 1 place Attane, F–87500
Saint-Yrieix-la-Perche, France. http://cdla.info
Sentimental Landscapes
Shandy Hall Gallery, Coxwold, UK
Until 30th September 2015
A private collection of rare ‘Endless Landscapes’
(Myriorama) are on display for the first time in the home
of writer Laurence Sterne, alongside a newly commissioned
interpretation by Guardian cartoonist Tom Gauld.
‘Endless Landscapes’ (Myriorama) were all the rage in the
early 19th century as enthusiasts created different miniature
panorama in their own homes, in their pursuit of the
landscape of sensibility and the picturesque.
Now very rare, the Myriorama on view at Shandy Hall home of the 18th century writer Laurence Sterne are on loan from a private collection and have never been
exhibited before.

Drawing inspiration from this collection, along with
images from editions of Sterne’s A Sentimental Journey, the
cartoonist and illustrator Tom Gauld has created a new
endless landscape (image above) – a story with over 40

million possible permutations. There are 12 cards in each set
and they are for sale. Enquiries to:
shandyhall@dsl.pipex.com
Laurence Sterne Trust
Shandy Hall, Coxwold, York YO 61 4AD, UK.
www.laurencesternetrust.org.uk
Stephen Clarke - End of the Season
Grosvenor Museum, Chester, UK
Until 18th October 2015
Since the early 1980s the artist Stephen Clarke has
photographed the seaside town of Rhyl in an attempt to
reclaim imagery from his childhood holidays. Pictures of
the fairground, seafront, and caravan park chronicle the
resort’s inevitable ebb and flow of development and decline.
Drawing on his collection of print ephemera, Stephen’s
photographs and photomontages reflect upon the idealised
scenes in postcards and family snapshots and contrast these
with the prosaic reality.
Grosvenor Museum, 27 Grosvenor Street, Chester, Cheshire
CH1 2DD, UK. Tel: 01244 972120.
http://events.westcheshiremuseums.co.uk/event/stephenclarke-end-of-the-season/
Leah Oates - Transitory Space Prospect Park, Brooklyn and Beyond
Brooklyn Central Library, NY, USA
Until 25th September 2015
Artists’ Books and Photography by Leah Oates, curated by
Barbara Wing. Balcony Cases, 2nd Floor, Brooklyn Central
Library, 10 Grand Army Plaza, Brooklyn, NY, USA.
www.bklynlibrary.org
Al Mutanabbi Street Starts Here
Hampshire College Library, Amherst, MA, USA
Until 30th September 2015
An exhibition of over 100 prints, broadsides and artists’
books created in response to the 2007 bombing and
destruction of Baghdad’s historic booksellers street.
Al Mutanabbi Street Starts Here, “is a tribute to a street
that grows into a large and archetypal symbol and spatial
metaphor for books. Situated in Baghdad, the city of the
Arabian Nights, and in the oldest civilization that brought
humanity to learning through writing, al-Mutanabbi Street
is a call for all to regain Baghdad’s cultural luster instead of
letting it fade in violence, greed, exploitation and corruption
in a wicked trajectory of dictatorship, invasion, occupation,
and comic but dangerous puppets. (Muhsin al-Musawi’s
preface to Al-Mutanabbi Street Starts Here: Poets and Writers
Respond to the March 5th, 2007, Bombing of Baghdad’s
“Street of the Booksellers” edited by Beau Beausoleil and
Deema Shehabi, 2012)
The exhibition will conclude on September 28th at
4.30pm with a faculty panel addressing some of the
questions raised by the artworks, and putting those
questions into political, religious, social and artistic context.
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All events are free and open to the public. The library gallery
is open Monday – Friday, 10.30am -4.30pm and is located
on the lower level of the Hampshire College Library.
For further information, please contact:
bvigeland@hampshire.edu
Hampshire College Library, Hampshire College Gallery /
Lower level, 893 West Street, Amherst, MA 01002, USA.
www.hampshire.edu/library/harold-f-johnson-library
KUNST BUCH WERKE - Künstlerbücher aus den 70er
und 80er Jahren aus dem Archive Artist Publications
Staatlichen Bibliothek Regensburg, Germany
22nd September – 20th November 2015
Abramovic Marina / Abramovic Ulay • Baldessari John
• Beuys Joseph • Böhmler Claus • Boltanski Christian •
Brecht George / Kayser Alex / Mölzer Milan / Thomkins
André • Broodthaers Marcel • Buren Daniel • Carrión Ulises
• Cutler-Shaw Joyce • Darboven Hanne • Downsbrough
Peter • Erb Leo • Feldmann Hans-Peter • Filliou Robert
• Finlay Ian Hamilton • Fischli Peter / Weiss David • Fox
Terry • Fulton Hamish • Garnet Eldon • Gerz Jochen •
Gette Paul-Armand • Glasmeier Michael C. • Gomringer
Eugen • Hainke Wolfgang / Olbrich Jürgen O. • Higgins
Dick / Vostell Wolf • Iannone Dorothy • Immendorff Jörg /
Penck A.R. (Winkler Ralf) • Jandl Ernst • Knowles Alison •
Laurer Berengar • Le Gac Jean • LeWitt Sol • Long Richard
• Maciunas George F. • Mauler Christoph • Nannucci
Maurizio • Nitsch Hermann • Paulot Bruno • Penck A.R.
(Winkler Ralf) • Richter Gerhard • Roth Dieter (Rot Diter)
• Rühm Gerhard • Ruscha Ed / Weiner Lawrence • Selichar
Günther • Smith Kiki / Tillmann Lynne • Snow Michael •
Staeck Klaus • Ulrichs Timm • Vaccari Franco • Vautier Ben
• Voss Jan • Weiner Lawrence.
Staatliche Bibliothek Regensburg
Gesandtenstr. 13, 93047 Regensburg, Germany
http://www.staatliche-bibliothek-regensburg.de
http://www.artistbooks.de
UNPACKING MY LIBRARY, (re)composition
A proposal by Christophe Daviet-Thery
Villa du Parc, Centre d’Art Contemporain, Annemasse,
France
Until 20th September 2015
For ‘Iconographic Season 14/15_2’, Unpacking my library,
echoing Walter Benjamin’s book, is a proposition revolving
around the library as a meeting place, a place of dialogue,
where all knowledge is compared, which caused Jorge Luis
Borges to say: “I’ve always imagined that paradise would be
a sort of library”.
In many respects, this project organised around the library
is also literary. Through its title borrowed from Walter
Benjamin. Through its mobility which calls to mind Elias
Canetti’s professor Peter Kien in Auto-da-fé, who always
carried on him a piece of his library. And lastly, through its
nature, the library which inevitably conjures up Jorge Luis
Borges. Summoned to move and thus be rekindled, the
content of this library varies, and is enriched at the whim
of its strolls and the context of appearance.
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Christophe Daviet-Thery, Je déballe ma bibliothèque (re)composition at Villa du Parc. Photograph: Aurélien Mole at La villa du parc centre d’art contemporain.

For this new unpacking at the Villa du Parc, it was decided
that the library should echo the programme developed
this year in exhibitions like “Appro- priationism (from the
periphery),” Joe Scanlan (Classicism), “Appropriatio- nism
(against and with),” and “De-col- lages,” whose point of
convergence might be the idea of recomposing one’s own
language from a different formal/ visual and/or intellectual
vocabulary and thus creating art.
So if the convergence point of these selected books is the
act of appropriating, it would be useful to distinguish
between those which proceed by the use/compilation of
images - such as the «band» by Peter Piller and his archives,
or «Voyeur» by Hans Peter Feldman - and those where the
book itself turns into material useful for the composition of
other work, such as that by Dieter Roth or Josh Smith.
Beyond a dimension that could remain formal, gestural or
in aggregate, it is the status of these composite sources and
subsequent questions of authorship, originality and what
constitutes a work that are posed.
Villa du Parc, Centre d’Art Contemporain,
Parc Montessuit - 12, rue de Genève
74100 Annemasse, France
www.villaduparc.org/en/expositions/constellating-images
Copier Jam! Curated by Jeremy Staples
CHARTS gallery, Bundaberg Regional Galleries,
Childers, Australia
Until 27th September 2015
Copier Jam! is an exhibition showcasing current zine and
independent comic creators, collectives and distributors
from across Australia. The exhibition includes the final
publications alongside original art, layout pages, workings
and even a vending machine that distributes zines.
Curator Jeremy Staples has been a bedroom publisher since
2001. Creating music and arts zine Bizoo, Jeremy released
twenty-five issues until 2006. Staples is the co-founder of the
Zine and Independent Comic Symposium held in Brisbane.
The event attracts over three thousand people from across
the globe each year.

Artists: Andy Paine, Ashley Ronning, Aunty Mabel’s Zine
Distro, Ben Constantine, Canberra Zine Emporium,
Comicoz, Douglas Holgate, Gemma Flack, Golden Stapler
Awards, Iain McIntyre, Philip Dearest, Silent Army,
Squishface Studio, Sticky Institute, Unbelievably Bad,
Vanessa Berry, You Zine, Jeremy Staples (Curator).
CHARTS gallery, 72 Churchill St, Childers, QLD 4660,
Australia. http://www.bundabergregionalgalleries.com.au
http://www.copierjam.com
Saâdane Afif - The Fountain Archives
mfc-michèle didier, Paris, France
11th September – 31st October 2015
Opening on Thursday September 10, from 6 to 9pm;
mfc-michèle didier starts its 2015-2016 exhibition
programme with the presentation of the work The Fountain
Archives by Saâdane Afif. Fountain is known as the most
controversial artwork in modern art history. It is thus not
a coincidence that Saâdane Afif chooses this ready-made
imagined by Marcel Duchamp in 1917 to make a very
special collection, consisting of all the publications in which
the famous urinal has been reproduced.
The Fountain Archives gather a multitude of torn pages,
on which the reproduction is visible; all are framed
individually. Because of the repetition of this motive,
the whole series becomes a new artwork, revealing a
contemporary perspective on the way the history and the
myths of art are made.
This exhibition announces the publication of the entirety
of Saâdane Afif ’s Fountain Archives by mfc-michèle didier
in 2017, for the celebration of the Centennial of Marcel
Duchamp’s work.
mfc-michèle didier
66 rue Notre-Dame de Nazareth, F-75003 Paris, France
Open Tuesday-Saturday, 12am-7pm
http://www.micheledidier.com
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Dirt? - Scientists, Book Artists, and Poets Reflect on Soil
and Our Environment
Collins Memorial Library, University of Puget Sound,
Tacoma, USA
Until 4th December 2015
An interdisciplinary exhibition featuring natural history
specimens, artists’ books and poems selected from an
international call for entries. Thanks to our community
and campus partners: Slater Museum of Natural History,
Department of English, Catharine Gould Chism for the
Humanities and Arts, Department of Art, Puget Sound
Garden Club, The Evergreen State College, Puget Sound
Book Artists, and Tacoma Smelter Plume Project - Dirt
Alert! of the Tacoma-Pierce Health Department.

Exhibition Opening - September 10, 2015 from 5.30-8pm
Reception will be held from 5.30-7pm.
Light refreshments will be served. Curator Lucia Harrison
will then give a lecture entitled “Intersections: How Artists
and Scientists Can Collaborate to Create Environmental
Awareness”
from 7-8pm
Art/Science Salon - September 17, 2015 from 4.30-8.30pm
Tour the exhibition and attend a talk by Lucia Harrison
(Visual Arts) and Abir Biswas (Geology) from The
Evergreen State College.
Educator and Student Night - September 24, 2015 from
4-7pm. Learn about “Staying Healthy with Polluted Soils”
with Walt Burdsall from the Tacoma Smelter Plume
Project and “Combining Art, Literature and Science in the
Classroom” with Lucia Harrison.
Earth Pigments: Hands-On Activity & Family Reading
Hour - October 3, 2015 from 10am-2pm
Make acrylic, egg tempera, and watercolour with soil
pigments with Curator Lucia Harrison and join members of
Puget Sound Greek Life for stories about soil.
Dirt? Poets Reflect on Soils and the Environment October 15, 2015 from 6.30-8pm
A Poetry Reading with Regional Poets featured in the Dirt?
Exhibition. A celebration in conjunction with Tacoma Arts
Month.
All events are open to the public and will take place in the
Collins Library.
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Collins Memorial Library, University of Puget Sound,
Tacoma, Washington 98416, USA.
More programme information and links to the online
catalogue can be found at: www.pugetsound.edu/dirt
Jean Dubuffet Art Brut
Kunstbibliothek Berlin, Germany
17th September 2015 – 17th January 2016
Jean Dubuffet was one of the most radical renewers of art
in the immediate postwar period. His work represented a
transgressive, wilfully anti-cultural agenda, posited as an
alternative to the established concepts of art. A talented
artist in several disciplines, Dubuffet wanted to rekindle
spontaneity and immediacy in art, so that it would again
relate directly to real life and unsparingly reflect the true
feelings of the artist.
Social conventions, the academic role models of the
past, and the rules of good taste had to be shed in the
quest for uncompromising authenticity. In their place,
Dubuffet focused on experiences that originated outside
the boundaries of the accepted art world. He saw artistic
value in children’s drawings, random doodles, graffiti in
public spaces, as well as works by prisoners and mentally
ill patients. Dubuffet collected such works as a source of
inspiration for his own art. For him, these works were the
expression of a genuine, alternative form of art, which he
termed ‘Art Brut’ - or ‘raw art’. The ‘brutal’ aesthetics of this
visual art form continue to have an immediacy and the
power to provoke.
The exhibition presents Jean Dubuffet and his concept of
Art Brut, as seen in his impressive artists’ books, which are
of equal importance in his overall oeuvre as the paintings,
drawings, and sculptures.
Kunstbibliothek gallery and foyers, Staatliche Museen zu
Berlin, Matthäikirchplatz, 10785 Berlin, Germany.
There will be regular talks/tours throughout the duration of
the exhibition, for dates and details see:
http://www.smb.museum/en/exhibitions/detail/monsieurjean-dubuffet-in-der-kunstbibliothek.html
Eileen White - Space Interrupted
Fort Brockhurst, English Heritage, Gosport, UK
10th - 13th September 2015
As part of Heritage Open Weekend, 10th - 13th September
2015, English Heritage’s Fort Brockhurst in Gosport, is
holding an Arts Council funded exhibition by six invited
site-responsive artists. Eileen White, Sharon Haward, Dr
Patti Gaal-Holmes, Kye Wilson, Helene Kazan and Lisa
Traxler.
Eileen White, a craft-based visual artist has created an
installation based on artefacts originally from Northington
Grange, and now stored in the special reserves collection at
Fort Brockhurst. Their story is a mystery and Eileen’s work
attempts to construct a narrative around their relationship
to conservation, curation and historical facts. As part of
the project, Eileen invited three other established creative
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Irreplaceable Encountrs
Good Press, Glasgow, UK
Until Friday 3rd October 2015
Good Press invites you to see new and beautiful works
by Mirjam Jacob and Paul McKee to celebrate their new
publications on Verdrusz Books, who will also present the
long overdue reissue/bootleg of Jean Dubuffet’s seminal and
long O.O.P* “Asphyxiating Culture”.

practitioners to respond to her research: Stephen Boyce
- poet, Noriko Susuki-Bosco - visual artist and Roger
Bratchell - writer. The exhibition will be open to the public
on the following days, Thursday 10th, Saturday 12th and
Sunday 13th September 11am – 3pm. Free. There will be
an artists in conversation event on Sunday 13th September
1.30 – 2.30pm.
Fort Brockhurst, Gunner’s Way, Elson, Gosport, Hampshire,
PO12 4DS, UK.
http://www.gosportheritage.co.uk/space-interrupted/
Pas de Deux
Noosa Regional Gallery, Noosa, Queensland, Australia
23rd October – 29th November 2015
“We should make a book together for World Book Day” was
the catalyst for a successful collaboration between artists
Susan Bowers and Fiona Dempster, which became a journey
of professional self-discovery.

*O.O.P = Out of Print
Good Press, 5 St. Margaret’s Place, Glasgow, G1 5JY, UK
http://goodpressgallery.co.uk/irreplaceable-encountrs/

Pas de Deux celebrates the beauty of this collaborative and
diverse body of work, developed over three years.
we love your books presents - Ebb and Flow 2015
An online exhibition of artists’ books selected by Melanie
Bush and Emma Powell of we love your books. Artists were
asked to make work on the theme of ‘ebb & flow’ to submit
for the online gallery showcase.

Left: Photographer Susan Bowers
Top Right: Photographer Fiona Dempster
Bottom Right: Photographer Susan Bowers

Susan and Fiona also present their individual work
including more artists’ books, original etchings, prints and
mixed media pieces, making this exhibition a real gift for
fans of the artist’s book.
Noosa Regional Gallery
9 Pelican St, Tewantin QLD 4565, Australia
www.noosa.qld.gov.au/noosa-regional-gallery
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River Wave, Cathey Webb, 2015 for Ebb & Flow

You can view all of the selected books at:
http://www.weloveyourbooks.com/page21/page21.php

Exhibition: International Residencies and Book as Art,
Budapest 2015
Until 15th September 2015
Jókai Klub, Budapest
Curator Beata Szechy.
Jókai Klub Budapest, Hollós út 5, 1121, Budapest, Hungary.
Tel: +36 1 395 3658
Exhibition: Alex Valentine of No Coast
London Centre for Book Arts, UK
September 2015
In September, our friends No Coast Editions from Chicago
will be in town to take part in this year’s London Art Book
Fair at Whitechapel Gallery.

The Centre For Artists’ Publications will directly enter the
public space and present art with the means and media of
publicness, i.e. with forms of publication. This also includes
the opening of a Call For Posters, which invites artists to
participate with their own designs in a Poster action. The
Gak Gesellschaft für Aktuelle Kunst will stage an exhibition
titled “Inside the City: Public Space and Free Space”
devoted to current restrictions on the public space and
artistic means of questioning, but also circumventing, those
restrictions. The Künstlerhaus Bremen, for its part, will
present “Inside the City: Digital Influences on the Public
Space”, concentrating on how digital space creates new
ways of regarding the public space as a place of community.
With “Inside the City: Artists’ Publications as Art in the
Public Space”, The various artistic approaches represented
in “Inside the City” will accordingly not only take up their
positions in the exhibition rooms of the three institutions,
but in many cases literally spread out into their subject ‒
the public space, the inside of the city.
Weserburg | Museum für moderne Kunst
Teerhof 20, 28199 Bremen, Germany
mail@weserburg.de
www.weserburg.de

(image via: ppprrriiinnnttt.com)

In addition, LCBA will be hosting a small exhibition of
work by Alex Valentine, one half of No Coast.
London Centre for Book Arts
Unit 18, Ground Floor, Britannia Works
Dace Road, Fish Island, London E3 2NQ, UK
http://londonbookarts.org
Inside the City Artists’ Publications as Art in the Public Realm
Weserburg | Museum für moderne Kunst
Bremen, Germany
Until 4th October 2015
The exhibition project “Inside the City” will focus on the
changed constellations in and around the public space, and
explore the means by which those constellations have been
mirrored, subverted, adopted or in general addressed in
contemporary artistic production since 1960. What stance
do artists take in these contexts? And what strategies do
they develop to deal with them?
Three Bremen institutions ‒ the Centre for Artists’
Publications, the GAK Gesellschaft für Aktuelle Kunst and
the Künstlerhaus Bremen ‒ have joined forces to present the
exhibition project Inside the City, whose title has its origins
in Im Inneren der Stadt, a song on the Hamburg band
Kante’s Zombi album (Kitto-Yo, 2004). In keeping with
these institutions’ individual focuses, within the framework
of the show they will each explore different aspects of
the public space in the contemporary art of the 1960s to
the present.
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Michalis Pichler - Greatest Hits
Kunstverein (Milano), Italy
2nd October – 29th November 2015
A touring exhibition that launched earlier this year as the
second solo exhibition by the artist at Printed Matter, Inc. in
New York. A book is also available: MICHALIS PICHLER,
the first artists’ book/monograph focused on the practice
of Berlin-based artist and author Michalis Pichler, copublished by Printed Matter and Spector Books.
The book is edited by Annette Gilbert and Clemens
Krümmel (http://printedmatter.org/events/354).
Printed in an edition of 2000 copies softcover, 400 copies
hardcover, 26 numbered copies A-Z special edition with
hand-cut plates. 11.7 × 8.3”, 240 pages, 467 images.
http://buypichler.com
http://www.kunstverein.it/en/projects/
Bound and Unbound III:
International Juried Altered Book Exhibition
University Libraries
University of South Dakota, Vermillion, SD, USA
Until 4th January 2015

Irmari Nacht is showing Books92Angkor (image above)
from her SAVED recycled book series in this exhibition.
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This book, once shiny and slick, has been altered and
transformed into an art object through a series of cuts,
slivers, and folds. Its tree-like shape retains images of its
past as it is recycled into a totally new entity. Information is
imparted by the barely readable slivers, allowing the viewer
his own interpretation, continuing the recycling of ideas and
matter.

“a book illustrated with original prints in which the text,
illustrations, typography (or calligraphy), paper, cover
and other features are designed to produce a total work of
art”. The criterion for our selection is that the books are
illustrated with non-figurative pictures.

Nacht’s artwork, using the book as a metaphor, addresses
environmental concerns, change and transformation,
information received and denied, altered reality, as well
as the concept of multiple imagery, which highlights the
strength and energy of repeated elements.
University Libraries, University of South Dakota,
Vermillion, SD 57069 USA
https://archivesandspecialcollections.wordpress.com

The illustrations are not confined to the texts. Seen on many
of the pages, they exemplify the decorative effect of the
books. Each one is a part of a book, bearing a theoretical
relation to a whole. This is the sense in which it is abstract:
the word ‘abstract’ is a translation of the ancient Greek
word, ‘trachere’, which means ‘drawn-off from’. Many of the
prints remain characteristic when they are taken out of the
books; all demand our perception of the complete books,
which are historically equivalent to - not illustrations of the artists’ experiences.

BOOK FIRE
A. Gertsen Central Library, Vyatka, Russia
Until 27th September 2015

Read more on the blog, where you can also see images of
some of the works in this exhibition:
https://stjohnscollegelibrary.wordpress.com
St John’s College, St. Giles, Oxford OX1 3JP, UK
The Book as Art 3.0: No Jacket Required
The Gallery at The Art Institute of Atlanta-Decatur, USA
Until 18th September 2015
Presented by the Decatur Arts Alliance and the Art Institute
of Atlanta-Decatur An Event of the 2015 AJC Decatur Book
Festival. 3.0 of The Book as Art again emphasises the artform
that can be a delight to the eye, a pleasure to the hand, and
made tangible in forms that introduce us not only to new
interpretations of an ancient concept but also to questions
and ideas on 21st century form and format.

Fire must be burnt in art, not war!
Curated by Mikhail Pogarsky, this project is dedicated to
the fire of art. The fire of poetry, feelings, thoughts, life
and art are the themes of the project. Art should be fired
up! Art should shine! Art should ignite feelings in people’s
hearts. Fire is one of the five elements. In real life fire can
be a friend but also an enemy, fire can give warmth or
destruction. But in art fire is a friend, always. Art must be
hot! Art must not be cold!
More than 100 artists from Russia, Brazil, Argentina,
Australia, Mexico, Greece, Italy, Swiss, Germany, Hungary,
Denmark, Spain and UK took part in the project.
For more information visit: www.pogarsky.ru
Not An Illustration: Livres d’artiste in the Special
Collections of St. John’s College, Oxford
St. John’s Library, St John’s College, Oxford, UK
Until 4th October 2015
This is an exhibition of a selection of the college’s livres
d’artiste and some other rare books which were produced
In the early 1930s, in collaboration with Leonard Lye, a
modernist film-maker and sculptor.
In the glossary of French Livres d’artiste in Oxford University
Collections, Eunice Martin defines the livre d’artiste as

This is an exhibition that has been described by critics
as, “wildly eclectic” and finding “. . . new and often startling
ways to reimagine not just the physical format of a book but
also the ideological essence of the content.” (ArtsATL,
“Year in Review,” Dec. 31, 2014); approaching “sheer
aesthetic magic” (Jerry Cullum, ArtsATL, “Books Become
Magical Objects, Aug. 28, 2013); and with examples that
“. . . push boundaries and challenge expectations in ways
that are both startling and exhilarating.” (Jeff Stafford,
Burnaway, “Art as Books, Books as Art,” Aug. 25, 2014)
Jurors: Margot Ecke, Athens, GA; Arlyn Ende, Sewanee,
TN; and Jeff Rathermel, Minneapolis, MN.
Artists: Charlene Asato, Mountain View, Hawaii Marc
Addison Brown, Centennial, Colorado John Deamond,
Burtonsville, Maryland Lindsey Dunnagan, Fort Worth,
Texas Geraldine Craig, Manhattan, Kansas Elmile “Annie”
Donovan, Tallahassee, Florida Stacy Elko, Lubbock,
Texas Aaron Frondorf, Kansas City, Missouri Ania
Gilmore, Lexington, Massachusetts Francine Goodfriend,
Santa Rosa, California Fred Hagstrom and Stan Honda,
Saint Paul, Minnesota Karen Hardy, Asheville, North
Carolina Candace Hicks, Nacodoches, Texas Shireen
Holman, Montgomery Village, Maryland Sarah
Hulsey, Somerville, Massachusetts Jess Jones, Decatur,
Georgia Lauri Jones, Decatur, Georgia Rachel Kirk,
Ellensburg, Washington Carole Kunstadt, West Hurley, New
York Isabel Lederman, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania Susan
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Lenz, Columbia, South Carolina Woody Leslie, Chicago,
Illinois Macey Ley, Atlanta, Georgia Cynthia Lollis, Decatur,
Georgia Susan Makov, Salt Lake City, Utah Danielle McCoy,
Atlanta, Georgia Barry O, Athens, Ohio Lynn Skordal,
Mercer Island, Washington Mathew Sutter, Philadelphia,
Pennsylvania Barbara Tetenbaum, Portland, Oregon Arlene
Tribbia, Chicago, Illinois Melissa Wagner-Lawler,
Milwaukee, Wisconsin

Diagram of Wind, Barbara Tetenbaum

The Gallery at The Art Institute of Atlanta-Decatur
101 W. Court Square, Decatur, GA, 30030, USA
https://www.artinstitutes.edu/atlanta-decatur
Flip through the embedded PDF to view this year’s works
and the artists statements, or download the catalogue here:
http://decaturartsalliance.org/book-as-art-2015-page/
SALT+SHAW: Travelogue
bookartbookshop, London, UK
18th September - 2nd October 2015
SALT+SHAW are astonished to find they have now made 57
artists’ book titles. This will be celebrated with an exhibition
at bookartbookshop, launching 3 new books, including
(fanfare of trumpets) no. 60: ‘Whalebone’.

Donne Inquiete
Museo Mini mu, Trieste, Italy
Throughout 2015
Several bookworks by Claire Jeanine Satin are in an
exhibition at the Museo Mini mu, Trieste, Italy, titled
‘Donne Inquiete’, and at the Hotel Continental in Trieste.

Donne Inquiete is a presentation of an urban exhibition of
contemporary art as a work in progress with a programme
of readings, video screenings and discussions.
https://it-it.facebook.com/events/1464797153781020/
www.mini-mu.it
Art Language Location
Cambridge, UK
October 2015
Now in its fourth year, Art Language Location (ALL), 2015
is proud to welcome work by nearly 70 of the brightest
emerging and established artists from across the UK and
beyond who use text in their work. ALL is a contemporary
visual and performance arts event taking place over two
and a half weeks in October 2015 in Cambridge, featuring
prestigious, innovative and experimental contemporary
art. Join us at Anglia Ruskin University campus and around
Cambridge in October for this year’s festival, which is
bringing exciting new work to Cambridge.
Each artist has found an appropriate venue for their work:
the resulting intervention creates a conversation between
artist, artwork and location. This extended exhibition
aims to show a series of visually exciting and unexpected
encounters in which our everyday interactions with text can
be explored and challenged.
Highlights include Supertext, an exhibition of Art and Text
around the campus at Anglia Ruskin University (ARU).
With over 20 works to find, you are invited to track down
adorable shaggy dogs (and stories) by Tom Hackett, a
multilingual Winnie-the-Pooh (plus aprons) by Laima
Vanaga and an argument between Daniel Djamo and his
mother.

bookartbookshop, 17 Pitfield St, London N1 6HB, UK.
Tel: 020 7608 1333
http://www.bookartbookshop.com
www.axisweb.org/p/saltandshaw/
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And we’d love to see you at ShowTime! on October 17th,
also at ARU, for a full day of participation and performance.
Take part in an interactive audio drawing by 2015 Jerwood
Prize Winner Alison Carlier, listen to a new choral work by

this newsletter can be downloaded at: www.bookarts.uwe.ac.uk/newsletters.html

Ian Wolter and have your nails done as never before. Sample
local street food by Food Park, and round off the day with
live music and bar.
With a programme of supporting events and artworks
around town, encounter art on your daily travels as our
ALL artists uncover more unusual locations across
Cambridge. This year, find stone carving in a burial ground
and social commentary at a bus stop as well as a new
dictionary at the Central Library and dazzling drawing at
the Sedgwick Museum. Don’t miss hand-stitched financial
reports by Rhiannon Williams at the Alison Richard
Building and venture further afield to see a video projection
by Sally Stenton.

As a vehicle for art and/or commerce, from advertising
covers, illustrated envelopes, and collages, to identity
systems and branding; As a historical record or personal
artefact, where the envelope may add significantly to the
story told by its contents; As a decorative object, keepsake,
or collectible; As an internationally recognized icon for
personal communication – on stationery, postage stamps,
and other merchandise; As a literary device, where
envelopes are central and inspirational – from Griffin and
Sabine to The Jolly Postman and Flat Stanley.
San Francisco Center for the Book
375 Rhode Island Street, San Francisco, CA, USA.
https://sfcb.org
OPENING UP THE BOOK
A Festival of Book Arts
2nd September – 11th December 2015

Aga Tamiola and Sean Erickson

There is a Launch Party on 15th October at The Junction,
Cambridge, which will be opened by Molly Jackson of the
South Bank.
ALL is going from strength to strength, building a
reputation for Cambridge as a place to visit for
contemporary art - ALL2015 is the fourth annual event,
which began with Text&Context in October 2012. We
want to bring new and experimental art to Cambridge and
contribute to what is becoming a growing and exciting
contemporary arts scene. Join us in October and see for
yourself. See you there! Check out our website for full
details: ww.artlanguagelocation.org
Be Enveloped!
San Francisco Center for the Book, USA
Until 4th October 2015
Alyson Kuhn, aka The Kuhncierge, and Michael Osborne,
founder and creative director of Michael Osborne Design
(MOD), have collaborated, corresponded, and inspired each
other since 1997. Their preferred subjects tend to be paper,
postage stamps, and art–ideally all at the same time.
Be Enveloped! is their fifth exhibition together.
Alyson and Michael have both been honoured as AIGA
Fellows by the San Francisco chapter of the American
Institute of Graphic Arts.
The exhibition seeks to engage visitors to experience
envelopes in myriad ways: As a functional structure –
a manufactured object that envelops or encloses its contents
securely and confidentially, for mailing and other usages;
Page 11		
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A Programme of Events and Exhibitions alongside
the biennial Sheffield International Artist’s Book Prize.
Organised and hosted by Bank Street Arts, Sheffield, UK.
Following on from the inaugural Opening Up The Book
in 2013, this second edition is again centred around and
built upon the success of the Sheffield International Artist’s
Book Prize. Thanks to funding from Arts Council England
and Sheffield Hallam University, this year’s programme is
much broader in scope and extent and includes brand new
commissions, artists from around the world, and presents a
combination of research and practice made up of no fewer
than thirteen exhibitions supported by performances, artist’s
talks, workshops, informal events a full day conference
around the subject of books and technology.
Opening Up The Book is organised and held at Bank Street
Arts, 32-40 Bank Street, Sheffield, S1 2DS. Normal opening
hours – Wednesday to Friday, 11am – 4pm.
THE UNFORGOTTEN COAT
2nd – 26th September, admission: free
The Unforgotten Coat is an acclaimed children’s book,
written by Frank Cottrell Boyce (Walker, 2011).

One thread of the narrative concerns the recreation of
Mongolia in Polaroid photo form by two refugee brothers
living in Bootle. The book won the Guardian Children’s
Fiction Prize, the Deutscher Jugendliteraturpreis 2013 in
the category Best Children’s Book and has been translated
into several languages. It remains a core text for the
Reader Organisation’s reading groups in the community
and has been praised for highlighting the plight of young
asylum seekers.
The book was illustrated by Edge Hill University lecturers
Carl Hunter and Clare Heney, who created digital images of
the Polaroid photos from the story. In 2013, further creative
research was undertaken to extend the original work into an
exhibition format and the images have undergone a further
transformation, from the digital into analogue Polaroidstyle photographs.
Artist Information - Carl Hunter
Carl Hunter is a Senior Lecturer in Film and Television at
Edge Hill University and bassist with Liverpool pop band
The Farm, who achieved numerous hit singles/albums both
in Britain, Europe and America. Carl is a graphic designer,
photographer and filmmaker. His short films have been
screened at various festivals around the world and he cowrote and produced the feature film Grow Your Own with
Frank Cottrell-Boyce for BBC films.

This exhibition by Lou Hazelwood will show between three
and thirteen texts that she has created by writing out the
thirteenth page of various books of fiction she owns. These
texts have been written out and layered over several times
in pencil, on Somerset paper at approximate dimensions
of 840 x 1190mm. These handwritten texts will be used
during reading performances on September 17th (see
openingupthebook.com for times and additional dates).
Artist Information - Lou Hazelwood is interested in the
constructs of memory and how this affects our connectivity,
how we have recorded and displayed things historically and
how this has developed our current modes of display and
our inclination to instantly forget.
FROM THE GUTTER
2nd – 26th September. Admission: Free
The gutter is formed by the inside margins between two
facing pages in a book and allows for the binding of pages.

Artist Information - Clare Heney
Clare Heney is a filmmaker, photographer and Lecturer
in Film and Television at Edge Hill University. Clare has
directed short films, music videos, and has delivered film
workshops across the country.
OPENING UP THE BOOK – OFFICIAL LAUNCH
Friday 4th September 5pm until late. Admission: Free.
We are delighted to announce our launch event for the
Opening Up The Book programme with an opportunity to
view the first five exhibitions outside normal opening hours
alongside performances from Carla Moss and Guerilla
Writers.
This evening event is the launch for the whole programme,
as well as the exhibitions: The Unforgotten Coat, Epitaph 13,
Evil in the Shining Light, From the Gutter and Magna Carta.
Performance lecture - Carla Moss at 6pm ‘The Spaces inbetween’ (admission free but places are limited so should be
reserved in advance). This will be followed by ‘A Thousand
Words’, performed by Guerilla Writers.
EPITAPH 13
2nd – 26th September. Admission: Free
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It is a neglected area, which falls out of sight and into the
binding. As digital forms of reading become increasingly
common, the gutter disappears from the experience of
reading. Without the gutter there is no spine to hold the
book together, no home for the bookmark; From the Gutter
prises out for praise this quiet marginalised place.
Linda Kemp uses a variety of media to explore the gutters
of ‘found’ books. The investigation focuses on process,
developing an archive of the artist’s response to gutters.
Artist Information - Linda Kemp’s work manifests as sound,
poetry and text- derived visual work.
She is based in Sheffield.
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MAGNA CARTA
2nd – 26th September. Admission: Free
2015 is the 800th anniversary of Magna Carta, in which
King John was forced to accept the principle that everyone,
including him, was equally subject to the laws of the realm.

Fantasy Network, Francesca Barbini will be present at Bank
Street on Saturday September 19th for a meet and greet
session between 11am and 1pm.
Participating Artists- John Cockshaw, Soni Alcorn-Hender,
Tomás Hijo, Katarzyna Chmiel-Gugulska, Jay Johnstone,
Tsvetelina Krumova – Elmenel, Ted Nasmith, Robert S.
Malan, Marcel Aubron-Bulles, Shaun Richardson.
ALTERNATIVE ART COLLEGE
30th September — 1st October
The Alternative Art College present an anecdotal
representation of how they see the transition of knowledge
from the Institution into the tarmac between two locations.

Jacqueline Morris

The Sidney Nolan Trust has invited book artists to produce
work celebrating this anniversary using obsolete volumes of
Halsbury’s Statutes. Each volume has been altered to create
a work of art which may be sculptural, visual – or may still
even bear some relation to what we recognise as a book –
and which reflects in some way the theme of “Re-Imagining
the Laws of England”.
Artist Information - Artists from across the UK have
participated in this celebration of the 800th anniversary
of Magna Carta organised by the Sidney Nolan Trust and
touring the UK.
EVIL IN THE SHINING LIGHT
2nd – 26th September. Admission: Free
This exhibition, curated by John Cockshaw, incorporates
films and prints by a diverse range of international artists
that delve deeply into the source writing of Tolkien to create
unique responses to visualising Middle-earth. Exhibition
notes from guest contributors Marcel Aubron-Bülles
(TheTolkienist.com) and Archaeologist Shaun Richardson
link the art on show to Tolkien’s source writing.

A film depicting two individuals sharing ideas and thoughts
about the experience of learning and travel while reading
excerpts from books specifically dedicated to travel and
learning is complemented by two presentations:
30th September, 1pm - 2pm How we Want to Transit with Knowledge
1st October, 1pm - 2pm Reading: To Cry, To Scream: Art and Commitment
Artist Information - Paul Stewart is an artist, curator and
writer based in London and Middlesbrough, Founder of
the Alternative Art College, PhD Candidate by practice at
Teesside University and Digital Fellow at mima
Ross Cummings is an artist and writer, currently studying
for an MA Fine Art at Teesside University. His practice
focuses on understanding the characterisation of oneself
through social media platforms.
LADYBIRD, LADYBIRD
1st – 31st October. Admission: Free
This exhibition can be seen on the first floor at Sheffield
Central Library. In conjunction with this year’s Artist’s

Confrontation with Smaug

Artist and curator John Cockshaw, artist Jay Johnstone,
writer Robert S. Malan, and Managing Editor of SciFi
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Book Prize, Off the Shelf has commissioned a site specific
installation in the library display case using the iconic
Ladybird books amongst others as inspiration.
Artist Information - Andrew Malone lives and works in
Whitstable, Kent. He has exhibited internationally and has
work in the Tate Britain collection and many artist’s book
collections in the UK, Europe and Russia.
EXPOSED SPINE EMBROIDERY
10th & 11th October, 10 am to 4 pm each day. Cost for 2
days £90 (full)/£70 (concessions).

Combine the craft of bookbinding with the aesthetics of
traditional embroidery to create works of art!
International artist Debra Eck will teach students three
embroidered bindings, from the simple to the more
complex. Demonstrations will take students through the
process of translating simple cross-stitch and embroidery
patterns into a functional art binding. Each participant will
leave with a complete set of binding diagrams created by the
group and a finished sample of their own binding design.
Artist Information - Deb Eck is an internationally exhibited
book and installation artist who works primarily with paper,
text and thread. Originally from Essex in the UK, she has
lived and worked in upstate New York for over 20 years.
Eck is most famous in bookbinding circles as the creator of
elaborate embroidered bindings, which create functional
binding patterns from traditional embroidery designs.

SHEFFIELD INTERNATIONAL ARTIST’S BOOK PRIZE
7th – 30th October. Admission: Free
The Sheffield International Artist’s Book Prize is both
the centrepiece of and inspiration for Opening up the
Book. This year is the fifth edition of the Prize and this
accompanying exhibition showcases over 200 books selected
from nearly 400 individual entries coming from 45 different
countries.
The inaugural Sheffield Artist’s Book Prize in 2008 attracted
just 50 entries and the Prize has continued to grow from
that modest beginning. Following the 2009 edition, we
decided to make the event a biennial and with assistance
from Arts Council England, Sheffield Town Trust and
the Open College of the Arts, the Prize attracted over
455 entries from 35 different countries in 2013, making it
the largest event of its kind in the world. All books were
exhibited in a two month exhibition and also featured in a
full colour catalogue.
This unprecedented success has resulted in changes to this
year’s event, although we have tried not to lose sight of our
main objectives: to develop the profile of artist’s books and
to create opportunities for their display and dissemination.
For the first time, we have introduced a selection process
into the exhibition component and out of the 390 entries
we received, we will be exhibiting just over 200 in this show.
Visitors will again be invited to vote for their favourite entry
to determine the Exhibition Prize winner: the exhibition
is as much about the viewing, looking at and handling the
books as it is about their making.
(Supported by Arts Council England)
SPACE AND PLACE
Until 19th September. Exhibition at Cupola Gallery.

Admission free. An exhibition of new work by 2013 student
prize winner, Isla Millar, is on show alongside her award
winning book, at Cupola Gallery in Hillsborough.
SHEFFIELD INTERNATIONAL ARTIST’S BOOK PRIZE:
LAUNCH AND PRIVATE VIEW
10th October. Admission: Free
On the 10th October we will be offering visitors the chance
to see the show outside normal opening hours and we hope
some of those whose books are on show will be around to
talk about their work. Internationally exhibited book artist,
Debra Eck, will be at the event and talking informally about
her work between 6pm and 7pm and visitors will have the
opportunity to view some of her unique works.
SOUND BOOK PROJECT
15th October, 7pm. Advance online tickets £5 or £8 on the
door. ‘Sound Book Project’ is a group of collaborating artists
and musicians using books as instruments.
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of a rut with Sue Shaw (the writing half of SALT+SHAW
artefact books). Poetry or short and snappy stories?
You decide. Text and other materials will be provided; just
bring paper and a pen.
Artist Information - Sue Shaw is a writer with a background
in visual arts. Her poems and short stories have appeared
in various publications, including Mslexia, Matter and The
Sheffield Anthology. Artists’ books, combining text and
image and made in collaboration with Paul Salt, have been
exhibited internationally and can be found in numerous
distinguished collections.
THE BOOK: CHANGING TECHNOLOGIES
30th October, 10am – 6pm. Admission: Free but places
limited. Reserve in advance online. A full day event as
part of Opening Up The Book, spanning book genres
(artists’ books, digital, novels, poetry, etc), looking at how
technology has influenced and continues to effect both
content and form and our understanding of what a book is,
how books work and how we ‘use’ them.

By interacting with books in new and surprising ways,
they will trigger sound by the turn of a page. The books
will speak for themselves. They will be wound, sprung,
strummed, slapped and thrown and a soundscape will
evolve around the performers.
Artist Information - Amy Sterly is a printmaker and
sculptor. Thom Snell is a video artist and musician. Max
Simpson and Sam Owen are musicians and performers
using image and sound. Ant Dickinson is a musician, sound
designer and creative technologist using unconventional
instrumentation combined with digital practices. Scott
Davies is a drummer and percussionist.
REMAKE:REMODEL
17th October. Admission: £10. Tickets online.

There will be a clear focus on what this might mean for the
book’s future but we will seek to embed such discussion
within the context of how technological developments have
always influenced and changed the book (something that is
often missing when addressing technology today).
This will include but not be limited to: printing presses,
mass print, cheap paper, transport developments, digital
print, Internet, etc.
The morning sessions will offer more of an historical or
theoretical context, whilst in the afternoon sessions will be
in smaller groups and be more practitioner based. Please see
website for full event outline.

Words, sentences, pages - there are a lot of them already out
there. So what happens when you steal lines and fragments,
adding and subtracting text to make new writing? Explore
starting points, develop ideas and write yourself right out
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The event will last the whole day and a cafe will be available
in the Centre throughout. The Artist’s Book Prize will be in
the galleries at the time so will also provide a visual context.
The event is free but places are limited so tickets need to
be reserved in advance. We are able to offer free places as
a result of generous support from the organisers, Bank
Street Arts, Sheffield Hallam University and The University
of Sheffield. If you are in a position to pay for your place
(and we can provide invoices) then we would be grateful to
receive any donations when you book.
Confirmed contributions include:
Alice Bell – digital fiction – technology and form
Joe Bray – the relationship between technology and the rise

of the novel in the eighteenth century
Will Finley - the relationship between image and text,
specifically printed images in nineteenth-century books
David Hucklesby – how literary innovations amongst
twentieth century authors were direct responses to new
technologies and new media
Sharon Kivland – The Good Reader: person and object
Rob Kovitz – a Skype session from Canada about
Treyf Books followed by Q+A about Print on Demand
distribution and other changing technologies
Liam Rodgers – Print on Demand and self publishing (a
start up and social perspective)
Judi Alston & Andy Campbell - Writing digital fiction
Alison Gibbons - Multimodal literature: Creative uses of the
print book.
Other contributors to be confirmed.
See website for full details.
HOARD
4th November - 5th December. Admission: Free
Hoard is an artist’s book in the form of an installation,
comprising approx 200 slip cast ceramic 35mm film
canisters, each containing a page with a single monoprint.
Based upon Angela’s collection of lost (found) gloves, the
book is not a record of the collection but a creative and
sculptural response. Each print is completely unique and
represents a moment, a trace, a glimpse of a single found
item. Pushing the boundaries of the concept of the book
into an installation, the repetition and rhythm of the piece is
reminiscent of poetry or prose.

The Is Of The Thing, Emma Bolland, Video still 1, 2014

stills. Lectolalia: A Romance has been created in partnership
with Leeds College of Art & Design’s library, as part of their
‘Library Interventions’ commissions series.
Artist Information - Emma Bolland is an artist and writer
who sees the process of making and writing as intertwined,
incorporating text, books and the acts of reading and
writing as performance into her visual practice.
UNFOLDING THE ARCHIVE:
REPRISED AND REASSURED
4th November – 5th December. Admission: Free
As part of Opening Up The Book, Floating World will
be reprising their exhibition Unfolding the Archive held
earlier in 2015 at the NCAD Gallery, Dublin and the F.E.
McWilliam Gallery & Studio, Banbridge. Unfolding the
Archive set out to investigate the archives at The National
Irish Visual Arts Library (NIVAL) and explore the richness
of the archive as a starting point for the creation of new
artworks. Floating World’s artists developed new narratives
in response to objects in the archive which are both local
and international in their resonance.

Artist Information - Angela Tait and Ian Clegg are a
photographer and sculptor who have been working together
on creative projects since 2010. Their work often combines
their two disparate disciplines, however, this work was
created in response to Angela’s collection of 200+ lost
(found) gloves and explores the artists’ propensity to ‘hoard’.
LECTOLALIA 2: “SPEAKREAD”
4th November – 5th December. Admission: Free
Lectolalia #2 (SpeakRead) is an exhibition by Emma
Bolland comprising three short films, an installation, and
a screenplay as an artist’s book. The Is Of The Thing (2014)
made for Shady Dealings with Language London uses
moving image and stills of books as collage and sculpture
to explore fears of reading and our relationships with
books. What Is A Book If It Will Not Be A Book is a creative
reworking of the performed paper delivered at Impact8
using a cut-up recording of the paper to narrate the visual
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Artist Information - Founded in 2003 by Andy Parsons
and Glenn Holman, Floating World is a collective of
artists based in Ireland the UK, and Japan whose practices
encompass painting, textiles, sculpture, video and
performance.
THE GEORGIAN WRITING DESK
4th November – 5th December. Admission: Free
Floating World are proud to be initiating this permanent
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artwork as part of The History Project at Bank Street Arts,
an ongoing and mutable art installation investigating and
responding to the rich history of the buildings on Bank
Street and the surrounding area of Sheffield.
Beginning with the research of Dr Karen Harvey into the
buildings’ history, past uses and the lives of those who have
lived and worked there, Floating World have created new art
works and artists’ books that will be contained in a beautiful
Georgian writing desk which has been chosen as it reflects
the period when the buildings first came into being.
Participating artists - Glenn Holman, Glynis Candler,
Sarah Carne, Edwin Aitken, Simon Burton, Andy Parsons,
Elizabeth Kinsella, Diane Henshaw, Niamh O’Connor,
Hidehiko Ishibashi, Helen Sharp.
WALLPAPER
13th November – 5th December. Admission: Free
WALLPAPER is an ambitious and immersive work of digital
fiction with a storyline that interweaves 19th and 20th
century history with futuristic technology and a satire on
social media and advertising.

on the WALLPAPER installation at Bank Street Arts, and
help the Reading Digital Fiction project with their reader
response research. You’ll have the opportunity to experience
WALLPAPER in the gallery beforehand and
then discuss this piece of digital fiction in a friendly and
relaxed environment.
WALLPAPER: ARTIST’S TALK
19th November, 5.30 — 7.30pm Admission: Free, but places
limited.
Artist Information - Andy Campbell (Director of Digital
Media) and Judi Alston (Creative Director/CEO) of One to
One Development Trust, an arts/media charity in Wakefield,
have a formidable track record of creating unique digital
fiction collaboratively. Their joint work includes: Inside:
A Journal of Dreams, Joyride, Clearance and Nightingales
Playground, all available to experience on One to One’s
website Dreaming Methods, a showcase of International
digital fiction collaborations since 2000. For WALLPAPER
Campbell and Alston are collaborating with music producer
and sound artist Barry Snaith.

Following the death of his elderly mother, PJ Sanders,
POPPITECH’s Head of Product Innovation, returns to the
UK from the United States to his rural North Yorkshire
family home which has been in his family for generations.
Sanders is back to close up the house and sell off the
property, but not before he employs an experimental device
primed to help him uncover the mysterious history behind
a room in the house – a room that has remained locked
since his childhood.

THIS NEW LAND SHE HAS REACHED
10th & 11th December, 7pm Admission: £5/£3.
Book online. The first showing of a new performance by
artist Liz Hall using spoken word and visual imagery, based
on the experience of being a parent to a young woman who
has a learning disability. With the aid of sign language,
William Hartnell, a pack of wolves, a pack of cards and some
trolls, Liz tells a highly personal story, which also speaks to a
shared experience of how we cope with dependency and
Directed by Becky Bowley.

WALLPAPER is a new work especially created for Opening
Up The Book by Dreaming Methods at One to One
Development Trust funded by the Arts Council England
and Sheffield Hallam University‘s Higher Education
Innovation Fund (HEIF), with support from Bank Street
Arts and Bangor University.

Artist Information - Liz Hall is a multi-disciplinary artist
who draws on the visual arts, sound, text and performance
to achieve an outcome. She trained in Brighton in dance
and sculpture in the eighties and moved to Sheffield in the
noughties for the MA in Fine Art.

WALLPAPER LAUNCH
12th November, 6pm (press preview), 6.30pm (launch)
To mark the launch of WALLPAPER, please join us for a
late night opening and a celebratory reception at Bank
Street Arts.
WALLPAPER POP-UP BOOK CLUB
25th November, 6pm – 8pm. Admission: Free, but places
limited. Reserve places online.
Join us for an informal reading group session, focusing

FROM THE COLLECTION
2nd September – 11th December, 7pm Admission: Free
Throughout the duration of Opening Up The Book we will
be showcasing books from the International Artist’s Book
Collection, made up of entries from previous years of the
Book Prize, generously donated by the artists concerned.
This will be a changing display throughout the 3 month
programme and will include previous winning entries
and many of our personal favourites. Look out for other
‘showcase’ displays throughout the city and see the
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website for updates. The Sheffield International Artist’s
Book Collection comprises over 700 artists’ books and is
permanently held at Bank Street Arts where it is available
for groups, research and private study.
Event Info
All exhibitions, unless otherwise stated, are held at Bank
Street Arts in Sheffield. Admission is free to all exhibitions.
Opening Times: Wednesday to Saturday 11am – 4pm
All tickets are available via links to Eventbrite from the
website openingupthebook.com.
Further information can be found at:
http://openingupthebook.com
http://bankstreetarts.com
CATALOGUE
A limited edition catalogue is available with newly
commissioned articles by Alice Bell, Sarah Bodman, Glen
Holman, Sharon Kivland, Maria White as well as details
of all entries for this year’s exhibition. Full details on the
website: http://openingupthebook.com

Čiricaitė, George Cullen and Chris Gibson – have produced
a special feature for this edition of the ABYB reflecting on
their performative, interactive work in Reading the Book
as an Object; Susan Johanknecht & Katharine Meynell’s
essay on their collaborative project Poetry of Unknown
Words is a particularly absorbing feminising response to
Iliadz’s Poesie de mots inconnus; Gustavo Grandal Montero’s
extended interview with Stephen Bann - From Cambridge to
Brighton: Concrete poetry in Britain, discusses some seminal
moments in the history of Concrete poetry in the UK and
abroad from 1964, and Bann’s role within it as an organiser,
practitioner, critic and editor.
Artists’ pages by: Ian Andrews, Mireille Fauchon, Martha
Hellion, Candace Hicks, Danqing Huang, Paul Laidler,
Sophie Loss, Angie Waller and Mark Wingrave.
International listings of artists’ books activity includes:
collections, courses, dealers, publishers, galleries, centres,
bookshops, libraries, artist-led projects, organisations,
societies, print studios, fairs, festivals and competitions.

BANK STREET ARTS
Bank Street Arts is an innovative cross-disciplinary
Arts Centre providing a home and venue for a wide range
of creative individuals, organisations and events: from
exhibitions and performances, to education and publishing.
We focus on hybrid arts projects and cross-media
collaboration.

In the Artists’ Books Listings section you can also find 537
examples of new artists’ books, with information about
their work sent in by 182 artists in the following countries:
Australia, Belgium, Canada, Chile, China, Denmark, France,
Germany, India, Ireland, Italy, Japan, Norway, Poland,
Russia, South Africa, Spain, Sweden, The Netherlands,
the UK and the USA.

We are a registered charity and exist independently of
outside funding bodies, giving us the freedom to determine
our own remit and operate in ways that organisations at the
behest of targets are unable to do.

Artist’s Book Yearbook 2016-2017. Published by Impact
Press at the Centre for Fine Print Research, UWE Bristol,
UK. 20th September 2015. 21 x 29.7 cm, 268pp, b&w litho
print throughout, colour cover. Cover design: Tom Sowden.
Order your copy online at:
http://www.bookarts.uwe.ac.uk/publications/index.html

ANNOUNCEMENTS
COVER ARTIST FOR THIS ISSUE OF THE BAN:
Artist’s Book Yearbook 2016-2017
September sees the new edition of the Artist’s Book
Yearbook! 268 pages of artist’s book goodness.

As part of our 30th Anniversary celebration, Minnesota
Center for Book Arts (MCBA) is proud to announce that
the winner of the 2015 MCBA Prize is Ken Botnick, for his
artist’s book, Diderot Project.

Features include:
bookartbookshop: Tanya Peixoto celebrates Magnus Irvin;
A Parliament of Children by John Bently, asks if now might
be the time to establish a publishing house – run by and
for children; The material folio by Tim Mosely looks at the
material in relation to haptic in artists’ books; Making Space:
London Centre for Book Arts reports on all the wonderful
developments at LCBA since it launched in 2012, written
by its founders Simon Goode and Ira Yonemura; in Fragile
Metaphors, John Mulloy considers the complexities of
artists’ books by Sioban Piercy; looking back over 39 years
of his life ‘with books, among books, for books’, Radosław
Nowakowski makes the numbers add up in his essay 3-6-9;
it is with sadness that we publish the essay Systems for the
page in the work of Maria Lucia Cattani by Paulo Silveira,
who writes about the work of his colleague and friend Maria
Lucia Cattani (1958-2015), reflecting on her contribution to
the field of artists’ books; Collective Investigations - Egidija
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Diderot Project, Ken Botnick, 2015. Edition of 70
Letterpress printing and handmade paper.

“I believe we make books in order to discover our subjects,”
Botnick remarks in his artist statement for the winning
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work. Diderot Project was inspired by a five-year-long
investigation of the Encyclopédie ou dictionnaire raisonné
des sciences, des arts et des métiers, a 150-page visual and
textual narrative; a meditation on the nature of craft, the
hand, work, tools, machines, dreams, the senses and the
imagination. The book is letterpress printed in five colours
and incorporates six different papers, including handmade
and watermarked paper made by Botnick at Dieu Donne
paper studio in New York. kenbotnick.com

The MCBA Prize 2015 jury consisted of:
– Aaron Cohick, proprietor of NewLights Press and master
printer at The Press at Colorado College
– Daniel E. Kelm, book artist and founder of the Garage
Annex School for Book Arts
– Jae Jennifer Rossman, Assistant Director for Special
Collections, Yale University Library
In summing up the first stage of the competition, the jury
stated:
The MCBA Prize 2015 attracted work of impressive depth
and quality. The selection process to name five finalists
from the pool of 170 submissions compelled an active
discussion on topics such as integrity, finish, physicality,
complexity, and the development of ideas. We found our
discussions thought-provoking, yet fun, as we anticipated
the next missive from our colleagues. Eventually, the
difficult decisions were made, but not before each juror
passionately articulated their opinions. We are looking
forward to continuing the discussion at MCBA’s Book
Art Biennial and beyond. Thank you to all who entered
for sharing your work with us, and congratulations to
the finalists.

Diderot Project, Ken Botnick, 2015. Edition of 70
Letterpress printing and handmade paper.

Botnick’s content began primarily as a visual exploration
of the original plate volumes seen through the lens of
the camera, then grew by considering the encyclopaedia
as a system of correlations and leaps of the imagination,
incorporating original narrative by Botnick and excerpted
texts by some 40 other authors. To see images of the work
and read more by the artist describing his process in
making the book, visit his entry page at:
http://mcbaprize.org/winner2015/
This year’s competition, celebrated in coordination with
MCBA’s 30th Anniversary, was judged by a jury of three
experts in the field of book arts. The jurors reviewed a total
of 170 submissions, representing 18 nations around the
world from five continents, including 34 of the 50 United
States. View the entire MCBA Prize 2015 online gallery at
MCBAPrize.org

The MCBA Prize was founded in 2009 as the first honour
to recognise book art from across the field and around the
world. The award is presented in conjunction with Book Art
Biennial, a series of workshops, exhibitions, presentations
and performances that inspire discussion and explore
contemporary practice in the book arts.
The fourth Biennial Symposium, convened July 23-26,
2015, continues a tradition of stimulating critical thinking
and dialogue. For more details on Book Art Biennial
and MCBA’s educational and artistic programming, visit
BookArtBiennial.org and MNBookArts.org
Absence and Presence - A Printmaking Response to the
bombing of Al-Mutanabbi Street on 5th March 2007

Finalists for the 2015 MCBA Prize included:
– Sarah Bryant and David Allen, Figure Study
– Casey Gardner, Matter, Antimatter, and So Forth
– Sara Langworthy, On Physical Lines
– Robin Price, Love in the Time of War
The jury also awarded three Special Recognitions of Merit:
– Rhiannon Alpers, Remnants
– Candace Hicks, String Theory, Vol. III
– Gabriella Solti, The Book of Hours
The winner was announced at MCBA’s 30th Anniversary
Gala and award ceremony on Saturday, July 25. The winner
receives a total cash prize of $2,500, plus an additional $750
travel stipend to attend Book Art Biennial and The MCBA
Prize gala and award ceremony. Finalists each receive a $500
cash award and $750 travel stipend.
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Reading Under the Covers, Anita Klein, linocut for Absence and
Presence

On March 5th 2007, a car bomb was exploded on alMutanabbi Street in Baghdad. Al-Mutanabbi Street, and
its books and booksellers, have always welcomed all Iraqis.
More than 30 people were killed and more than 100

were wounded. Al-Mutanabbi Street, the historic centre
of Baghdad bookselling, holds bookstores and outdoor
bookstalls, cafes, stationery shops, and even tea and tobacco
shops. It has been the heart and soul of the Baghdad literary
and intellectual community.

Al-Mutanabbi Street Starts Here bookmark project:
A marker of witness and memory

To date there have been three responses to this action:
130 broadsides by letterpress artists, 260 artist books, and
125 writers and poets have contributed to the anthology
Al Mutanabbi Street Starts Here. The project as a whole
includes participants from 25 countries.

Join us, enlist your class, book club, or best friend!

THIS IS OUR FIRST PROJECT “STREET ACTION”,
ALBEIT A QUIET BOOKISH ONE !

See the blog established by Ama Bolton, about the
bookmark project that is a recent expression of
Al-Mutanabbi Street Starts Here, an international coalition
of more than 600 writers and artists who have made work
reflecting on the bombing of the bookseller’s quarter of
Baghdad in March 2007.

Bookmarks by John Packer

If you are not already familiar with the Al-Mutanabbi Street
Coalition, you can read about it here:
http://www.al-mutanabbistreetstartshere-boston.com
For information on how to contribute, please see the
guidelines link at: https://markerofwitness.wordpress.com
Carina Ripley for Absence and Presence

Since July 2013 we have been inviting printmakers to create
and gift a set of five prints. These prints together form a
collective voice. We will be donating one complete set of
prints to the Iraq National Library in Baghdad.
Two copies will join exhibits in the USA. One copy will go
to the UK to be used as part of exhibits there and Europe,
the Middle East and North Africa). One copy (in 2016)
will join work from the project at the Herron Art Library
(Indiana - Purdue University) and be digitised by them,
becoming part of their permanent collection of work
from this project.
We are almost at our target of 260 printmakers but we
would like a few more to join us!
Please email catherine@catherinecartwright.co.uk if you are
interested in finding out more about Absence and Presence.
We will require you to send 2-3 images and 50-100 words
about why you would like to take part.
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Printed Matter is moving to a new, larger location at the
corner of 11th Avenue and 26th Street in September 2015.
Our spacious new bookstore at 231 Eleventh Avenue will
provide a much improved home to artists’ books and
related publications, giving visitors more room to explore
the tremendous activity in independent artists’ publishing
through an inventory of 15,000 books.
Unique within New York’s cultural landscape, the new
location will serve as an active community space and
educational resource for a growing community of
publishers, artists and book enthusiasts of all kinds.
http://printedmatter.org
Bookmarks XIII: Infiltrating the Library System
25th September 2015 – 25th February 2016
Over the last thirteen years, the Bookmarks series of free
artwork distribution has visited 137 galleries, bookstores,
workshops, centres, schools and libraries in Australia,
Brazil, Canada, Croatia, Cyprus, Denmark, Egypt, France,
Germany, Iceland, Ireland, Italy, Japan, The Netherlands,
New Zealand, Norway, Poland, Singapore, Spain, South
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COURSES, CONFERENCES, LECTURES & WORKSHOPS
The Next Begbie Book Making Bath Workshops are to be
held at Bath Artists’ Studios on:

Artists’ bookmarks above by (l-r): Karen Joyce, Kathryn Poole and
Hilke Kurzke for Bookmarks XIII launching 25th September 2015

Korea, Switzerland, Turkey, the UK and USA. 513 artists
have contributed 51,300 bookmarks to the thirteen projects
to date. The artists’ bookmarks are divided into 100 sets; one
full set being sent to each of the contributing artists and the
rest divided and sent in distribution boxes to participating
host venues around the world, for visitors to take.
Bookmarks XIII includes 38 artists from: Australia, Brazil,
Canada, Germany, Hawaii, Ireland, Italy, New Zealand, the
UK, and the USA. All of the bookmarks have been archived
in the gallery section on the bookmarks website, with each
artist’s contact details, so you can visit their websites and
see more of their book works.
We have a great selection of bookmarks this year created
with a wide range of processes, from: etching, woodcut,
recycled book pages, linocuts, rubber stamps, letterpress,
lithography, screenprint, hand cut, photography, hand
painted, stencilled, folded designs, hand drawn, and
even from recycled hi-viz jackets…

Sunday 20th September 2015
The Perfect Bound Hardback Book Structure
10.30am – 4.30pm Course Fee £40 includes all materials.
Sunday 18th October 2015
The Sculptural Concertina Hardback Book
10.30am – 4.30pm Course Fee £40 includes all materials.
Sunday 22nd November 2015
The Long Stitch Variation Binding Sewn Through A
Slotted Wrapper Cover With A Spine Strap & Laced Jacket.
10.30am – 4.30pm Course Fee £40 includes all materials.
Sunday 13th December 2015
Pamphlet Stitched & Pasted Soft Bound Books With
Compound Fold/Throw-Out Page Variations & Spine
Pleating (Two Books). 10.30am – 4.30pm
Course Fee £40 includes all materials.
For bookings, please visit: www.guybegbie.com
Or contact Guy at: g.begbie@live.co.uk
Tel: 01558685470 or 07989393015
Perfect Bindings workshops with Megan Stallworthy

Artist’s bookmark by Sally Chinea

Many thanks to all the artists who have participated this
year. Thanks also to all our venue hosts for participating.
Bookmarks XIII launches at 10 venues and online on
25th September, please visit the website from 25th to find
a venue near you in Australia, Canada, Ireland, Italy, UK or
the USA, and to see all of the artists’ bookmarks produced:
www.bookarts.uwe.ac.uk/projects/bookmarks.html
If you would like to join future projects as an artist or a host
venue, please contact Sarah at: Sarah.Bodman@uwe.ac.uk

Workshops in traditional and contemporary book forms
at arts centres and book festivals in Devon, Cornwall and
Somerset, UK. New workshops for the Autumn:
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Longstitch bindings and Flag books
Saturday 3rd October 10am - 4pm
The Appledore Book Festival
Single-section case binding and Japanese books
Monday 9th November 10am - 4pm
Taunton Literary Festival
Handmade Books for Christmas, multiple venues:
Saturday 21st November 10am - 4pm
The Plough Arts Centre, Torrington
Saturday 28th November 10.30am - 4.30pm
Exeter Phoenix
Monday 30th November 10am - 4pm
Truro Arts Company
Full details can be found on the website:
www.perfectbindings.co.uk
Tutor Megan Stallworthy
megan@perfectbindings.co.uk
Tel: 07582 783965

on the first Friday of each month. Activities are designed
for the bookishly curious and the creatively apprehensive;
absolutely no experience needed. Each Dirty Works starts
with a Happy (Half) Hour from 5.30 to 6pm, then a handson activity from 6 to 8pm. Pair it with dinner at one of the
many great restaurants in our neighbourhood for a perfect
date night!
This year, happy-hour refreshments are provided by local
craft breweries and distilleries, all members of Minneapolis’
own Northeast Brewers and Distillers Association plus seasonal baked goodies from Patisserie Margo.
Thank you to all of our wonderful sponsors!
http://www.mnbookarts.org/dirtyworks/
Minnesota Center for Book Arts classes for adults
A selection of upcoming classes below:
Introduction to Marbling
Single-Day Letterpress: Print and Bind a Journal
Open Studio: Letterpress, Screenprinting, Bookbinding,
Papermaking, Paper Beater
Introduction to Western-Style Papermaking
Two Evening Chapbook
Letterpress I
Introduction to Binding
Cartonnage: Variations on Box Design
Book Arts Seminar
Visual Journal Collective
Multi-Colour Wood Engraving
For full details of these and many more classes, visit
http://www.mnbookarts.org/adult/

MCBA goes On The Road this month!
Now in its fourth year, MCBA On the Road offers engaging
hands-on classes and free open house events across the
state of Minnesota, in partnership with regional art centers,
to introduce the book arts to new audiences in their home
communities.
The classes are designed to be affordable and accessible
to all. Class registration is now open for locations across
greater Minnesota:
Moorhead, MN: September 12-13 at New Rivers Press
at MSU Moorhead
Ely, MN: September 26-27 at the Ely Folk House, in
partnership with Northern Lakes Arts Association
Stay tuned for seven additional opportunities, all
throughout the seven-county Metro area: Eagan, Fridley,
Minnetonka, Savage, Stillwater, Waconia, and White Bear
Lake! Registration will open later this fall, and classes will
take place in Spring 2016.
www.mnbookarts.org/ontheroad/
Dirty Works returns at MCBA!
MCBA’s popular Dirty Works series starts again this
October. Escape the digital world, get your hands dirty
and make something at MCBA’s First Fridays happy-hour
workshop series! This series of casual classes takes place
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Minnesota Center for Book Arts and The Shop at MCBA
are open seven days a week.
Minnesota Center for Book Arts
1011 Washington Ave. S. #100
Minneapolis, MN 55415, USA
http://www.mnbookarts.org
San Francisco Center for the Book offers more than 300
workshops each year in three broad categories: Printing,
Binding, and Related Arts. Registration begins as soon as
each trimester’s workshops are announced, and continues
throughout the trimester. You are encouraged to register
early, as class size is limited and workshops are filled on a
first-come, first-served basis. We encourage you to register
online, though you are welcome to register in person or
by phone at 415-565-0545. Please note that we cannot
reserve your place in a workshop without having received
full payment. If the workshop is already full, you will be
placed on a wait list and notified if space becomes available.
Please visit our Registrations Policies page for complete
information.
Submit your email address if you are interested in being
added to the San Francisco Center for the Book mailing list
to receive information on featured workshops, exhibitions
and special events. After you enter your email address, you
will receive an email request to confirm your subscription.
Scroll through the complete workshop listing below. Click
on a heading to sort the list by workshop type, instructor,
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date, etc. You can also view workshop categories via the
menu bar – select All Workshops and a sub-menu will come
up with a choice of printing, binding and arts workshops.
San Francisco Center for the Book
375 Rhode Island Street, San Francisco CA 94103, USA.
https://sfcb.org/workshops

Hot Bed Press, 1st floor Casket Works
Cow Lane, Salford, M5 4NB, UK
Tel: 0161 743 3111
info@hotbedpress.org
www.hotbedpress.org
Workshops with Paul Johnson in the UK:

Hot Bed Press has a lovely range of book arts goodies
amongst its courses, all designed to fan that creative spark
and encourage it to grow into something bigger
and brighter.

Fairy-tale Castle and Pop-up Story
Monday 7 – Thursday 10 September
Dillington House, Somerset
We will make a castle with turrets that swing open to reveal
an inner chamber with a relief scene on one side and a pull
out pop-up book on the other. The narrative, taken from
an Eastern European folk story is portrayed as pictures in a
pop-up accordion book. For details contact:
dillington@somerset.gov.uk

Talk/demonstration:
Japanese Paper Making and Printmaking
Lucy May Schofield
Wednesday 9th September, 7-8.30pm
Tickets £10 on the door, £5 purchased in advance
Returning to the UK for the summer, after two years spent
in Japan, Lucy May Schofiled will give a talk about her
recent residency at ‘MI-LAB’ (Mokuhanga Innovation
Laboratory) and papermaking workshop at Awagami
Factory. Drawing on the important cultural relationship
between paper making and printmaking, she will introduce
and show samples of both washi (handmade paper) and
mokuhanga (Japanese woodblock prints). Lucy will share
her knowledge, ideas and inspirations from Japan, with
a focus on how to adapt these traditional materials and
techniques into a contemporary art practice.
Plus look out for our range of year-long courses. We are
pleased to announce that once again we are running The
Complete Printmaker and The Complete Book Artist,
and new for 2016 The Complete Letterpress course. All
year-long courses will start in February 2016 and run for
30 weeks until January 2017. See our website for details, or
contact us directly (details below).
If you would like more information about, or to book on to,
any of these courses, all of which are held at Hot Bed Press
Printmaking Workshop, Salford, please get in touch with us:

Castles, Palaces and Forests –
make a carousel pop-up book
Monday 21 - Thursday 24 September
West Dean College, West Sussex
Taking the magical world of traditional stories as our
narrative starting point, we make a four spread pop-up
book. Each page will employ different paper engineering
techniques so you can build up a repertoire of methods
including 90 degree and 180 degree engineering, slides,
levers, lift the flag sections and gate folds.
For details contact: reception@westdean.org.uk
Bookbinding for Beginners – Autumn 2015
Book Works Studio, Shoreditch, London
Wednesdays from 23rd September to 25th November 2015
(Mid-session break on 28th October)
Two nine-week courses in hand bookbinding, on either
Monday evening or Wednesday evening. Students will have
the opportunity to learn basic bookbinding techniques
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through a variety of historical and contemporary styles, and
to use conventional and unconventional binding materials.
There will also be a chance to develop a personal project
in the latter stages.
The course will be for a maximum of 8 students and will be
run by Ina Baumeister at Book Works Studio in Shoreditch.
If you would like to book please email
jan@bookworks.org.uk or call 020 7247 2536.
Please see the downloadable PDFs on the website for
timetable and course contents:
https://www.bookworks.org.uk/node/1842
This autumn Elbel Libro Bookbinding introduce a new
course programme at their studio in Amsterdam:

LEATHER PARING
French paring knife, English paring knife, spokeshave. In
this short workshop you will learn when to use which tool,
how to use them and almost equally importantly, how to
keep them sharp. All the tools will be available for you to try
but feel free to bring your own knives as well.
Evening class | tutor: Benjamin Elbel | October 7 | €70
Language: English, French, German and a little bit of Dutch
TRAVEL NOTEBOOK
This is probably the most common style of commercial
machine made notebooks, but a surprinsingly fun and
rewarding thing to make by hand. We use bookcloth for the
cover that we can combine with a wide variety of coloured
elastics, and finish it off with the gusset pocket at the
back. This short workshop is also a great introduction to
bookbinding and the ideal taster to buy to someone as a gift.
Evening class | tutor: Benjamin Elbel | November 18 | €70
Language: English, French, German and a little bit of Dutch
PAPER DECORATION
Roll up your sleeves! This will be an intensive day where
we will work with Gesso, paint, self-made stamps onto a
wide range of papers. Useful for endpapers and for covering
books and boxes.
1 day | tutor: Marja Wilgenkamp | November 28 | difficulty:
mild | €120. Language: Dutch, English
All courses take place at the Elbel Libro Bookbinding
Studio in Amsterdam.
Timetable: Day class: 10am - 4:30/5:00pm (6 hours with 1/2
to 1h lunch). Evening class: 7pm - 10pm (3 hours). Except
miniature books: 7pm - 9:30pm (2.5 hours)

Bookbinding - à la Carte
High quality bookbinding classes taught by Ben Elbel
and Marja Wilgenkamp, professional binders with
solid experience in teaching. All our subjects are useful
bookbinding foundations but we never loose sight of the
fact that bookbinding is also fun!
With us you do not have to sign up for a year or even a few
months. All our workshops are one-off events, lasting from
one evening to two days. The menu organisation gives you
an idea of progression and level of difficulty. Depending
on how hungry you are you might want to get a taste of
everything, or only a dessert. And don’t forget to check our
take away menu with small projects to do in your own time
and your own space, also ideal as gifts.
Many classes on offer, some tasters below, see the website
for more options: http://www.elbel-libro.com/collections/
bookbinding-a-la-carte
BEGINNERS COURSE
This course contains all the basic knowledge and know-how
needed to start bookbinding on the right track and get a
glimpse on the variety of possibilities. Three books will be
made using three different techniques, and a slipcase made
from Zaansch bord. Beware, bookbinding is contagious!
2 days | tutor: Marja Wilgenkamp | October 17-18 | €220
Language: Dutch or English
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All prices are in euros and include BTW and lunch, as well
as tea and coffee throughout the day. Some classes have an
extra fee for materials, see details on each class.
Elbel Libro Bookbinding
Da Vinci Creatieve Ruimtes, Studio 302
Nieuwpoortkade 2a
1055 RX Amsterdam, The Netherlands
www.elbel-libro.com
Professione Libro:
SIMPLE BINDINGS
Milan, 26th September 2015
with Cristina Balbiano d’Aramengo
One weekend working to make different models that can
be used to gather together written papers, calligraphic or
printed. We will work on a small book format and discover
many variations to make one, two, or three sections
bindings. http://www.professionelibro.it
UPSIDE-DOWN PERSPECTIVE
Original printmaking and bookbinding
#04 From grey to colour: can we trust our sight?
Milan, 10th -11th October 2015
With Daniela Lorenzi, Cristina Balbiano d’Aramengo
Through a collaboration of A14/Daniela Lorenzi and
Cristina Balbiano d’Aramengo, the theme of this new series
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of workshops proposes bookbinding and original print
making techniques as instruments for graphic design project
planning and production. http://www.professionelibro.it
SPIDER BOOK
Milan, 24th October 2015
With Cristina Balbiano d’Aramengo

Made-to-measure and advanced courses. For those who
are more advanced, or have a special request we offer the
possibility to have a made-to-measure course.
Please contact us…
Evening courses
Learn all about letterpress! Six evenings filled
with type, ink, paper and presses.
Starting Wednesday 9 September 2015
or Tuesday 27 October, from 19:00–21:30
Costs: 270 €, inclusive of materials, coffee and tea etc.
Photopolymer courses
If you want to work to an extremely high standard with
photopolymer and learn in a professional way, then this
1-day course is the answer. All year round by appointment.
Costs: 175 €, inclusive of coffee and tea etc.

Organised by Associazione Calligrafica Italiana
A model devised by Hedi Kyle, which offers many possible
variations around a supporting structure that almost turns
the book into a sculpture. http://www.professionelibro.it
Letterpress Amsterdam
Letterpress courses in a unique and inspiring location in the
centre of Amsterdam, 10-minutes walking distance from
Central Station.

MIAT, Ghent (Belgium)
A two-day letterpress workshop in one of the finest
typographical workshops in Europe.
23–24 October 2015
For more information and/or reservation:
http://www.miat.gent.be/nl/activiteiten/workshops/
drukworkshop-letterkunst-typografie
And, if you want more… Three very experienced
teachers, Carola Rombouts, Marja Wilgenkamp &
Thomas Gravemaker, organise courses in Amsterdam. We
offer professional tuition in two different and extremely
interesting workshops, both centrally situated.
The Graphic Eye
Four techniques: dry point engraving, linocut/block
printing, letterpress and bookbinding
1 and 8 October: dry point engraving
15 and 29 October: linocut/block printing
5 and 12 November: letterpress printing
19 and 26 November: bookbinding
Costs: 325 €, inclusive of materials, coffee and tea etc.
Collection & Book
Three techniques linocut, letterpress and bookbinding
12–14 October 2015
Costs: 395 €, inclusive of materials, lunch, coffee and tea etc.

To give you personal attention we only work in small groups
or one-to-one courses in our well-equipped and fascinating
workspace where we have a variety of presses and type.
This summer we extended and improved our studio to make
it even more attractive, efficient and comfortable. A third
proof press has been installed and new type acquired.
Weekend courses
During the 2-day course, you will get a thorough
introduction to letterpress printing. You will learn to set
metal and wood type, and print on Vandercook or Korrex
proof presses.
5–6 September; 19–20 September; 17–18 October;
21–22 November 2015, from 10:00–17:00
Costs: 250 €, inclusive of materials, coffee and tea etc.

Lino & Typo
Two techniques: linocut and letterpress
7–9 November 2015
Costs: 395 €, inclusive of materials, lunch, coffee and tea etc.
Tour de Graphique
Three days in and around Amsterdam, three days
impregnated with ink and paper. Three techniques: linocut,
letterpress and bookbinding. 7–9 April 2016 or 5–7 August
2016. Costs: 395 €, inclusive of materials, lunch, coffee and
tea etc.
For more information:
www.letterpressamsterdam.com
tomscot@kpnmail.nl
Tel: +31 (0)6 12 45 14 01
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Part of a series of lectures & workshops in collaboration
with the Guild of Bookworkers. In this workshop we’ll
create a variety of panel structures with unique hinges that
can be utilized to make books, lanterns, folding screens,
wall or window hangings. We’ll make a shadow lantern,
composed of lightweight wooden panels, featuring cutouts that cast shadows onto a second layer of paper. We’ll
construct an envelope folding screen with an adapted piano
hinge. And we’ll create an inflatable ball structure that
magically transforms from two- into three-dimensions. As
we make these structures, we’ll also explore ways to layer,
fold and weave papers.
Tuition: $375 non-members / $325 members (Center or
Guild). Book online at: http://centerforbookarts.org/event/
collapsible-books/

The Center for Book Arts, New York:
Take a peek at our upcoming workshops below, just a small
selection of our wonderful collection of classes.
See the links for many more:
In the Bindery: http://centerforbookarts.org/events/
category/classes/bookbinding/

Letterpress Lab: Independent Projects
1st October - 29th October 2015
Tutor: Roni Gross
Five Thursday nights, 6-9.30pm
Have you ever taken a letterpress workshop and wanted to
learn more? Do you have a project that you’re interested in
producing (digital or hand-set) but don’t have the skills yet
to do so on your own? Has it been a while since your last
class, and your printing skills have got rusty? Then this class
is for you. Over a series of sessions you can develop your
printing skills in a structured environment. Get advice and
printing tips while working on your own projects. Some
prior printing experience is required.
Tuition: $450 non-members / $425 members. Book online
at: http://centerforbookarts.org/event/letterpress-lab/
Bonded: Paper Lamination for Artists
Sunday 4th October, 10-4pm
Tutor: Rory Golden

In the Printshop: http://centerforbookarts.org/events/
category/classes/printing/
Works on Paper: http://centerforbookarts.org/events/
category/classes/works-on-paper/

Collapsible Books
26th – 27th September 2015
Tutor: Helen Hiebert
Saturday & Sunday, 10am-4pm
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In this workshop you will learn preferred materials and
methods for bonding papers (both hand and machine made
and synthetic Tyvek) for book and art projects. Students in
the class will leave knowing the factors that keep bonded
papers together and why materials interact the way they do.
And we will have fun the whole time!
Tuition: $175 non-members / $150 members. Book online
at: http://centerforbookarts.org/event/bonded-paperlamination-for-artists/
28 West 27th St, 3rd Flr, New York, NY 10001, USA
Tel: 212-481-0295. http://centerforbookarts.org
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London Centre for Book Arts - Upcoming Workshops at
the LCBA Studio:

Introduction to Bookbinding
Saturday 26th September, 10am – 4pm £85
https://www.eventbrite.co.uk/e/introduction-tobookbinding-tickets-17443831971
Visit the eventbrite page for all LCBA courses:
http://www.eventbrite.co.uk/o/london-centre-for-bookarts-2714163072
London Centre for Book Arts
Unit 18, Ground Floor, Britannia Works
Dace Road, Fish Island, London E3 2NQ, UK
http://londonbookarts.org

London Centre for Book Arts (LCBA) is an artist-run,
open-access educational and resource centre dedicated to
book arts. Our mission is to foster and promote book arts
and artist-led publishing in the UK through teaching and
access to specialist facilities. We host regular workshops in
bookbinding, printing, and other related disciplines.

BINDING re:DEFINED
WIRE EDGE BINDING with Daniel Kelm
1st – 3rd March 2016

Introduction to Press Maintenance
Sunday 6th September, 11am – 4pm £85
Join us at the London Centre for Book Arts for a one-day
Introduction to Press Maintenance, led by veteran press
engineer Basil Head.
A great opportunity for those who already own, or
are planning on acquiring a press of their own. The
introduction will cover table-top presses such as Adanas,
to larger, cylinder presses such as a Vandercook or a FAG.
This workshop is perfect for people who wish to learn
more about how to properly run and maintain a letterpress
printing press.
The introduction will be demonstrated on the presses
in use at the London Centre for Book Arts, including a
Vandercook, FAG, Stevenson Blake and a table-top Adana.
The principles covered during the workshop can be applied
to most types of presses, and there will be a chance to
discuss specific presses and issues during the at the end of
the session.
Those who have completed the workshop will have the
opportunity to become Studio Members or Studio Pass
holders to work independently, with occasional guidance,
on their own projects using the presses at the LCBA studio.
https://www.eventbrite.co.uk/e/introduction-to-pressmaintenance-tickets-18052864604
Introduction to Bookbinding: Hardback Binding
Saturday 12th September, 11am – 6pm £85
https://www.eventbrite.co.uk/e/introduction-tobookbinding-hardback-binding-tickets-17443913214
Introduction to Letterpress Printing
Saturday 19th September, 10am – 5pm £85
https://www.eventbrite.co.uk/e/introduction-to-letterpressprinting-tickets-17905745567

American binder Daniel Kelm will teach his wire edge
binding and illustrate its concept, versatility and use for
many types of book work. Any binder or book artist with
an interest in non-traditional form or the use of nonstandard materials will find this an unmissable experience.
Enrolment closes at the end of December so don’t hesitate
to sign up.
Our Wiltshire-based workshops focus on alternative
structures for use on all types of books. We believe wellcrafted pieces made with traditional skills lead to the best of
contemporary design.
Please visit the website or email for more details and costs.
www.bookbindingworkshops.com
bookbindingworkshops@gmail.com
Follow us on Facebook

OPPORTUNITIES
ADVANCE NOTICE - ART+TEXT EXHIBITION
44AD BATH, UK
EARLY NOVEMBER 2015
Expressions of interest to take part in an open exhibition
of artists’ books and artworks which incorporate text or are
text-based are invited from artists working in these fields in
any medium.
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Work may be in any medium appropriate to the focus of
the exhibition, although as this is an intimate gallery there
is a limit to the number and the size of works that can be
shown. The selection of art and bookworks will therefore be
based on those which most cogently (and practically) fit the
theme.
To express your interest in participating in this exhibition
and for further details, including anticipated costs and dates,
please email the joint curators, Graeme Hobbs and Robert
Lee, on arttext44ad@gmail.com as soon as possible.
Call for submissions Abecedarian Gallery, Denver, USA
The Printed Page II
Deadline for early bird submissions Sunday, November 1,
2015 (midnight, MST). Final submission deadline
Sunday, December 20, 2015 (midnight, MST)
Show dates - February 19 - April 2, 2016
The Printed Page II is the first of Abecedarian Gallery’s
juried exhibitions for 2016. It will be held to coincide with
Denver’s Bi-annual Mo’Print (Month of Printmaking).
This exhibition will celebrate printmaking methods used
in book arts.
• This exhibition is open to any artist 18 years of age or
older.
• If you live outside the United States, please contact gallery
for additional submission guidelines.
• Eligible are any artist book works or broadsides that
include hand-printed elements. Examples of eligible
techniques include letterpress, intaglio, lithography, relief
printing, pressure printing, monoprint/type, or stencil/
silkscreen. Works may be editioned or unique, sculptural or
more traditionally bound, interactive or passive.
• All entries must be available for sale during the exhibition
dates. The prices you submit during the entry process are
the retail prices the gallery will adhere to throughout the
duration of the exhibition.
Restrictions:
• Books that measure more than 18 inches (closed) or 36
inches (open) in any dimension are ineligible.
• Wall works that require use of anchor bolts or other
specialty installation hardware are ineligible.
• If your work requires special installation, please inquire
before submitting your entry to be certain the gallery will
accommodate entry requirements.
Juror - Sarah Carter, Assistant Professor and Director
of Bridwell Art Library at the University of Louisville,
Louisville, Kentucky.
Awards Juror’s purchase awards:
A minimum of one work will be selected for purchase by
Bridwell Library, University of Louisville.
Gallery Director’s exhibition award:
One artist will be selected as a featured artist during the
2016 Gallery Director Invitational exhibition.
Additional purchase awards TBA.
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Submission process: Entry process is online only.
Fees: Submission fees are PER ARTWORK, not per artist.
Submissions made through November 1, 2015: $12 per
artwork. Submissions made after November 1, 2015:
$15 per artwork.
More info here: www.abecedariangallery.com
Spike Print Studio, Bristol UK would be interested in
hearing from artists who would like to run a Book Arts
course at Spike Print Studio from September 2016. “We
want to hear from skilled and engaged people who could
run a 1-year course of 3 hours per week on a Monday for 30
weeks.” Please contact Irena Czapska the Studio Director at:
irena@spikeprintstudio.org
Spike Print Studio
133 Cumberland Road Bristol BS1 6UX, UK
www.spikeprintstudio.org
Call For Exhibitors and interventions:
ARTISTS’ BOOK MARKET AT
Saturday 18th & Sunday 19th
June 2016
10.00-17.00 each day. BALTIC Centre for Contemporary
Art, Gateshead plays host to an annual & national two-day
Artists’ Book Market. Submissions for tables are welcome
from artists, bookmakers, small press publishers, artists’
groups, zine artists, bookbinders, trade and suppliers.
Exhibitors’ stalls are 90 x 180 cm approx.

kitbooks at BALTIC’s Artists’ Book Market 2015

Prices for stalls are as follows:
- Individual artist/imprint/collective: £60
- College/university: £120
- Trade/supplier: £150
Application Details. Deadline for submissions for
exhibitors’ stalls 17 January 2016.
Selected applicants will be notified by 31 January 2016.
To secure a stall the exhibitors’ fee must be paid within14
days from receipt of invoice.
For further details on how to apply:
http://www.curatorspace.com//opportunities/detail/artistsbook-market-at-baltic/344
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For further details on how to apply:
http://www.curatorspace.com//opportunities/detail/artistsbook-interventions-at-artists-book-market-baltic/345

www.balticmill.com

Surrealist Editions at BALTIC’s Artists’ Book Market 2015

CALL FOR ARTIST’S BOOK
INTERVENTIONS
The Artist’s Book Interventions programme is an
opportunity to propose ideas for talks, demonstrations,
performances, screenings and other interventions that
engage with the broad theme of artists’ books.

Performance: Venus At The Stairs, Pete Kennedy at BALTIC’s
Artists’ Book Market 2015

Interventions could last between 15 mins - 2 hours.
Selected interventions will receive a bursary of £100
as well as curatorial/technical support and BALTIC+
documentation.

Call for entries: The 2015 Bind-O-Rama is devoted to
the subject of BLOOKS, objects made in the emulation of
books. This is an opportunity for blook artists of ALL creeds
(binders, printer, papermakers, decorated paper makers…)
to apply your creative energy and bookbinding talents to
making a book object that examines and expresses your
relationship with the book. Around the world, for hundreds
of years, people have been making book-objects that reflect
their devotion and respect for books and for each other.
There are countless examples; they include bars, cameras,
radios, banks, toys, memorials, food tins, desk accessories,
book safes and boxes, vases, musical instruments, magic
tricks, furniture, jewelry and artworks. Blooks embody the
same characteristics as books and many take the form of
specific titles and book formats. They signify knowledge,
education, taste, power, wealth and more. They have been
treasured and passed down through the generations,
and many thousands reside in private homes, public and
private businesses and in museums and libraries around the
world. Blooks have been used to celebrate and memorialize
important occasions and personal losses and successes. They
serve as reminders of memorable visits to important places,
as receptacles to hold valuable and practical objects and are
the source of great amusement. Start making your heirloom
now and let your imagination run wild!
If you are interested in participating in the Bind-o-rama
but need some inspiration or challenge for an idea, or
want to base your design on an historical object, contact
Mindell Dubansky at: Mindell.Dubansky@metmuseum.org
or see her blog About Blooks at:
http://aboutblooks.blogspot.com

Performance: Book-Ends, Sylvia Causer & Andrea Freeman at
BALTIC’s Artists’ Book Market 2015

BALTIC Centre for Contemporary Art, Gateshead plays
host to this annual & national two-day Artists’ Book Market.
Application Details. Deadline for submissions for
interventions is 17 January 2016. Selected applicants will
be notified by 31 January 2016.
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The exhibition Blooks: The Art of Books That Aren’t (book
objects from the collection of Mindell Dubansky) will be on
view at the Grolier Club in New York City from January
28-March 12, 2016. A full-colour, 9 x 11 inches, 96 page,
paperback catalog will be available. For a limited time,
Mindell is taking orders for unbound copies for hand
binders. The price is $45 plus shipping, pre-payment is
required for books in sheets. If you are interested the
exhibition, it’s programs, reserving an unbound copy or
pre-ordering a bound copy, contact Mindell and visit the
Grolier Club website later this year: www.grolierclub.org
Entry Deadline: 31st October 2015

Entry Criteria:
• Must be made from scratch, NO ALTERED BOOKS.
Other objects can be included.
• May include actual books in the design but the primary
object should be something that is made to look like a (any
kind of) book but isn’t. Examples are book-like kits, games,
boxes or sculpture.
• Single or multiple blook works can be made alone or in a
setting (bookshelf, tableau, etc.)
• All materials are acceptable
• Your object can be inspired by any genre of text or
bookbinding structure or format.
Links: Find inspiration on the About Blooks blog with links
to other relevant sites. http://aboutblooks.blogspot.com
We look forward to your entries:
http://bonefolderextras.blogspot.ca/2015/08/blooks-bind-orama-2015-entry-form-now.html
For entry questions, contact Peter Verheyen:
verheyen@philobiblon.com
Call for exhibitors: Bookface chapter 6
The Rising Sun Arts Centre, Reading, UK
Sunday 11 October, 11am - 5pm, free entry
Selling stalls are just £10 per table, exhibiting only is free.
If you would like to take part, please email Neile Wright at
neilenwright@hotmail.co.uk with the word ‘Bookface’ in the
subject line.

Mary Riley’s work on show at Bookface

Handmade books, small press, experimental and altered
books, illustrators, sculptures and exhibition pieces. Poetry
readings, story telling, workshops and more. Relax in our
cafe with homemade snacks and organic beers.
It’s a wonderful day!
The Rising Sun Arts Centre
30 Silver St, Reading RG1 2ST, UK
http://www.risingsunartscentre.org
CALL FOR PAPERS: The Art of the Book
Cardiff University, UK
4th-6th December 2015
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In 2014 Cardiff University received a considerable donation
of Artists’ Books from Ron King of the Circle Press, one
of the most influential practitioners of the Book Arts.
Information on this is available at:
https://scolarcardiff.wordpress.com/2015/02/25/artistsbooks/
In December of this year, the University Library’s ‘Special
Collections and Archives’ (SCOLAR) will be hosting a
major international conference to celebrate this bequest,
in conjunction with the University’s School of English,
Communication and Philosophy. Speakers will include Ron
King (Circle Press), Sarah Bodman (University of the West
of England), and Chris McCabe (Poetry Library).
Proposals are now invited from practitioners and scholars
for presentations of 20 minutes on any aspect of the Book
Arts. A brief biographical note, along with an abstract of
200-300 words, should be sent NO LATER THAN October
1, 2015, to scolar@cardiff.ac.uk
Further conference details and opening of bookings will
be available in October. Practitioners in attendance will be
encouraged to bring an example of their work for display at
the conference.
It is with great pleasure that Designer Bookbinders
announces its 3rd International Bookbinding
Competition, June 2017

Binders worldwide are invited to enter Designer
Bookbinders third International Competition.
The event is being organised in association with the
Bodleian Libraries, Oxford, and supported by Mark Getty.
There will be no set book. Instead the Competition will have
the theme of Myths, Heroes & Legends. Binders may choose
a text which celebrates extraordinary figures, both real and
imaginary, from any age.
It is hoped that entrants will be stimulated by the
opportunity to source and work with a text of their choice
and feel encouraged to use a wide range of structures,
materials, and design techniques. It is worth noting that
many collectors who purchase work from the competition
place great importance on the quality of the text as well as
the style of the binding.
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Prizes
Sir Paul Getty Bodleian Bookbinding Prizes:
1st Prize £10,000
2nd Prize £6,000
A further 25 highly-commended entrants will receive a
silver prize
Oxford University Students’ Choice £500
The prizewinners will be announced at the Award
Ceremony which will take place during a two-day event in
Oxford in June 2017.
Judging
The Jury will be made up of an international panel of Judges
who will be looking for a high standard of craftsmanship
and technical ability with relation to the bookbinding
process. Successful entries will show evidence of good
forwarding and structural functionality, together with
original, innovative and accomplished design.
Exhibition
The touring exhibition of selected entries including all the
prizewinners will open during the two-day event at the
Bodleian Library in June 2017. A small tour will be planned
for 2017-18. A full-colour catalogue will be produced
illustrating ALL entries.
ENTRY FEE £85.00 (All prices are quoted in £ sterling)
This fee includes:
Registration for ONE submission.
ONE copy of the International Competition catalogue
A signed Diploma of Participation.
Insurance cover from date of receipt of binding in Oxford,
during the exhibition and tour, and in postal transit back to
the binder.
Postage for return of the binding and catalogue.
All information and entry details at:
http://www.designerbookbinders.org.uk/competitions/
dbibc/2017/international_competition.html
www.designerbookbinders.org.uk

Divine Comedy. An innovative mix of prose and poetry
(prosimetron), Vita nuova broke new ground by appearing
in Italian rather than the customary Latin.
It is a meditation on poetry, and on the torments and joys
of love from Dante’s blessed happiness. But Vita nuova’s
powers far transcend the travails of a lovesick youth;
Beatrice is gradually revealed as an ethereal rather than an
earthly being, while Dante encounters otherworldly figures,
including the charming Love himself. Dante describes
Beatrice as one who is through all ages blessed; 750 years
after the author’s birth, Vita nuova still sings today.
Our annual Bookbinding Competition is sponsored by
Designer Bookbinders and The Folio Society and is open
to anyone resident in the UK with the exception of Fellows
of Designer Bookbinders.
To obtain a copy of the 2016 set book and entry details
to the competition, send your payment by cheque (made
payable to Designer Bookbinders) to:
Lester Bath, 25 Ffordd Ffrydlas, Bethesda, Bangor,
Gwynedd LL57 3BL
Please email Lester Bath (lbath@phonecoop.coop) for bank
transfer instructions if you are unable to pay by cheque.
The cost of the set book is £20 to Members and £25 for
non-members to include packing, postage and entrance fee.
Every entrant must bind the set book but we welcome openchoice books and artists’ books. We expect the closing date
for entries will be during the last half of October 2016.
Charity registration No. 282018.
Lía calls for entries to the: 3rd Lía International
Artist’s Book Competition 2015

DESIGNER BOOKBINDERS - Annual UK Bookbinding
Competition 2016

THE SET BOOK 2016 - Vita nuova
Introduction by A. N. Wilson
The Folio edition is 222 x 144 mm, 208 pages.
Printed in two colours, the book presents the Italian text
alongside a facing-page translation by Dante scholar Mark
Musa, including integrated mono- and duotone illustrations
by Daniel Egnéus.
Dante Alighieri called the Vita nuova (New Life) his libello,
or ‘little book’. Written between 1292 and 1294, it is the first
of Dante’s major writings and the essential precursor to his
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Lia is a platform dedicated to the production, dissemination
and sales of artists’ books as well as the representation of
their creators. In this edition, the winner of the Contest

along with the honorary mentions and/or the special
merits will be awarded the possibility to be included in the
commercial promotion programme, which includes being
represented in national and international exhibitions and
art book fairs as well as being introduced to collectors,
bibliophiles, foundations, galleries and the public interested
in this artistic discipline. Moreover, the selected books
will form part of a digital and printed catalogue that
will complement the promotional programme of the
artist’s book.

been booked, your table may be given to another applicant,
so please contact me at k.mercer3@ntlworld.com marking
your e-mail MABF 2015 if payment is likely to be delayed.
www.manchesterartistsbookfair.com
---------------------------------------------------------------If a picture is worth a thousand words…

Rules
• Mexican and international artists are eligible to participate
• Three books can be submitted per artist
• Digital registration for the selection part is now open and
will close on 30th September 2015
• The discipline, printing technique, book bind, size and
format, as well as the theme and extension of the book,
will be up to the artist as long as the sizes (open book) do
not exceed 80cm wide and its weight does not surpass 5kg
per item. Also, the materials should not by any means be
perishable.
Fees: For anyone outside Mexico the price per book is
$35.00 USD, for anyone residing in Mexico the price per
book is $400.00 MXN.
For the selection phase, participants should register each
book online before 30th September 2015 at:
www.liabooks.com

For finely produced book arts working tools and accessories:

Hot Bed Press, in association with the Manchester School
of Art, is pleased to announce that it be hosting the
10th Manchester Artists’ Book Fair on Friday 16th and
Saturday 17th October, 11am – 5pm both days, in the
Manchester School of Art’s Holden Gallery.
40+ tables will be available on a first come first served basis.
The tables measure 6’ x 2’3” and are provided with two
chairs and a tablecloth (although you are of course welcome
to bring your own). Fixing to the walls is not allowed. If you
wish to bring your own free-standing panels to set behind
your table, that would be fine, although space will be limited
– please let us know if you intend to do so.
If you would like to take part, we have left the cost once
again at £60 per table, payable in advance. Please go to
www.manchesterartistsbookfair.com, fill out the booking
form (which will then come to me) and send a cheque for
the appropriate amount, made payable to Hot Bed Press, to:
MABF 2015, Hot Bed Press, 1st floor Casket Works, Cow
Lane, Salford M5 4NB.
Alternatively, if you would like to pay by debit card, please
phone Hot Bed Press on 0161 743 3111 to do so - the Hot
Bed Press office is open 10am-5pm Monday-Friday. Hot
Bed Press also takes credit card payments but adds 2% to
the price to cover costs (this works out at £61.20).
Your booking will not be confirmed until we have received
your payment. If we do not receive payment within two
weeks of receiving the booking form, and all tables have
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Our website: www.chinocrafts.com
Your email enquiries please: thame2709@gmail.com
----------------------------------------------------------------
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ARTIST’S BOOK FAIRS & EVENTS

Visit londonartbookfair.com or follow @theLABF on
Twitter for updates on exhibitors, speakers and events.  
Opening hours: Thursday 10 Sep, 6pm-9pm (Opening
Evening); Friday 11 Sep, 11am-6pm; Saturday 12 Sep, 11am6pm; Sunday 13 Sep, 11am-6pm
Whitechapel Gallery
77-82 Whitechapel High Street, London E1 7QX, UK.
www.whitechapelgallery.org/events/london-art-book-fair/

The London Art Book Fair 2015
Whitechapel Gallery, London, UK
10th – 13th September 2015
The London Art Book Fair, the UK’s largest event
dedicated to international contemporary art publishing
which attracted over 10,500 visitors in 2014, returns to the
Whitechapel Gallery this September.
Across four days in the heart of East London, the fair brings
together over 80 of the best art book publishers and artist
bookmakers from around the world under one roof, as well
as a programme of special talks and events, book signings
and hands-on workshops.
The Whitechapel Gallery presents a special focus on
Scandinavian art publishing for the eighth edition of the
London Art Book Fair, inviting Swedish, Danish and
Norwegian presses, distributors and independent publishers
to present their work in the UK for the first time. Further
new additions this year include Emin International,
featuring Tracey Emin objects and books; emerging London
design collective Studio Calm & Collected; and from one
of East London’s most exciting spaces, publications and
projects from Banner Repeater.
The newest and rarest titles from leading galleries such as
Hayward Gallery, South London Gallery and David Zwirner
plus major publishers including Laurence King Publishing,
Ridinghouse and Thames & Hudson will be available
alongside Whitechapel Gallery publications and editions.

Artspace, in partnership with Perimeter Books
(Melbourne) and Printed Matter Inc. (New York),
is pleased to announce:
VOLUME 2015 | Another Art Book Fair
11th - 13th September 2015, Sydney, Australia
VOLUME 2015 will engage and profile the breadth of
the artist’s book genre, with a focus on independently
produced, artist-led publications and related materials that
are responsive, discursive, irreverent, and that function as a
creatively and politically engaged mode of communication.
VOLUME 2015 will see Artspace activated as an evolving
space for creative production and distribution, hosting
a network of gutsy yet intelligent publishing initiatives
spanning local and global contexts.
Partnering with Sydney Contemporary, from Friday 11 to
Sunday 13 September, VOLUME 2015 will inhabit every
floor of the Gunnery building, transforming the Artspace
galleries and studios into a vital creative space that embraces
the spirit of independent artist’s book production. The
weekend’s events will feature exhibitors from across the
spectrum of contemporary art book production: from zines
to antiquarian books, limited editions to photobooks and
everything in between. Opening on Friday 11 September
from 5 - 9pm, the weekend-long book fair will feature
live music; launches; signings; readings; workshops led by
artists, producers and publishers; and a series of ancillary
performances.
Artspace, 43 - 51 Cowper Wharf Road, Woolloomooloo,
Sydney, NSW 2011, Australia.
http://www.volumeartbookfair.com

Alongside deals and special discounts on titles and prints,
visitors can attend book signings, talks and performances in
collaboration with renowned artists and writers throughout
the weekend. Past speakers and contributors to the Fair have
included Peter Blake, AA Bronson, Jake & Dinos Chapman,
Douglas Coupland, Martin Creed, Dexter Dalwood, Jeremy
Deller, Linder, Cornelia Parker, Bridget Riley, Bob &
Roberta Smith, John Stezaker, Jüergen Teller, Luc Tuymans
and Mark Wallinger.   Visitors of all ages can learn to make
their own books and graphics, with workshops led by
independent publishers Hato Press, design and illustration
collective Nous Vous, and specialist art college Welling
School.
Live events across the weekend are curated by Performance
as Publishing, featuring artists who use text and writing as a
basis for performance.  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The Artist Self-Publishers’ (ASP) Fair will launch at the
Institute of Contemporary Arts London on the 12th
September 2015.

50 plus UK and international independent artists selfpublishers will to join together for a one-day fair.
The publications are the art works; affordable and available,
yet without the fetter of the institution or gallery, the ideas
images and text are produced and published by artists
who understand the restrictions and freedoms of the
printed page.
In contrast to the growing number of opportunities, this
fair is strictly for artist self-publishers only. This fair seeks
to celebrate and promote their work. With the generous
help of the ICA London, ASP will avoid the restrictions
of the commercialisation bias common to too much of
contemporary arts culture. http://www.aspfair.uk

ephemera from art and artist book history, plus the
NYABF-classic Friendly Fire, focused on the intersections
of art and activism.
NYABF15 will also host an array of programming and
special events: in its seventh year, The Classroom is a
curated engagement of informal conversations,
workshops, readings, and other artist-led interventions.
The Contemporary Artists’ Book Conference (CABC),
in its eighth year, will feature two full days on emerging
practices and issues within art-book culture.
Preview Thursday, September 17, 6-9 pm
Friday, September 18, 1-7pm
Saturday, September 19, 11am-9pm
Sunday, September 20, 11-am-7pm
MoMA PS1 is located at 22-25 Jackson Avenue on 46th
Avenue, Long Island City, N, USA.
http://nyartbookfair.com/about/
Manly Library Annual Zine Fair
Saturday 19th September 2015.
As part of Manly Arts Festival 2015, Manly, Australia.
Fair 11am – 2pm at Manly Library Forecourt. Browse zines,
comics and artists’ books created by local and international
zine makers and artists. Zine making workshop 12-1pm.
Join prolific Sydney artist Nicolas Beckett for a mini
bookbinding and zine making masterclass.
Manly Library, Market Place, Manly, NSW 2095, Australia
http://www.manly.nsw.gov.au/library/

Printed Matter, Inc. presents
THE NY ART BOOK FAIR
September 18–20, 2015
Preview: Thursday, September 17, 6-9pm
MoMA PS1, New York
Printed Matter presents the tenth annual
NY Art Book Fair
18th - 20th September 2015
MoMA PS1, Long Island City, Queens, NY, USA
Free and open to the public, the NY Art Book Fair is
the world’s premier event for artists’ books, catalogues,
monographs, periodicals, and zines. This year, the fair
features over 370 booksellers, antiquarians, artists,
institutions and independent publishers from 28 countries.
Last year’s fair was attended by more than 35,000 people.
This year’s NY Art Book Fair includes an ever-growing
variety of exhibitors – from the zinesters in (XE)ROX &
PAPER + SCISSORS and the Small Press Dome representing
publishing at its most innovative and affordable, to rare
and antiquarian dealers offering out-of-print books and
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The Bristol Comic and Zine Fair celebrates the world of
DIY & independent publishing on Saturday 3rd October
2015 at The Station, Silver St, Bristol BS1 2AG, UK.
https://bristolcomicandzinefair.wordpress.com
https://twitter.com/zinescomics
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Bookface chapter 6 at The Rising Sun Arts Centre, Reading,
UK. Sunday 11 October, 11am - 5pm, free entry
Browse stalls and share ideas at this once a year artist’s book
fair. Handmade books, small press, experimental and altered
books, illustrators, sculptures and exhibition pieces.

Bear Press, Michelle Saxon, Estella Scholes, Holly Serjeant
Bookbinding, Chloe Spicer, Stuplex…
www.manchesterartistsbookfair.com

Counter: Plymouth Art Book Fair at KARST
Saturday 24th October 2015, 12 - 6pm
Launch night party: Friday 23rd October, 7 - 10pm
Following on from the success of Counter’s inaugural artists’
book fair last year, Counter 2015 draws together artists,
collectives and book works to make friends, sell books, buy
books, share work, share knowledge, learn something new,
start conversations, ask questions, try to find answers and
exchange ideas.
Mary Riley’s work on show at Bookface

Poetry readings, story telling, workshops and more.
Relax in our cafe with homemade snacks and organic beers.
It’s a wonderful day!

Guest speakers & performances by:
Friday - Howling Owl Records, Mark Leahy
Saturday - AMBruno, Ladies of the Press*, Maria White

The Rising Sun Arts Centre, 30 Silver St, Reading RG1 2ST,
UK. http://www.risingsunartscentre.org
Hot Bed Press, in association with the Manchester School
of Art, will be hosting the 10th Manchester Artists’ Book
Fair on Friday 16th and Saturday 17th October 2015

Counter. Image: Dom Moore, 2014

Exhibitors:
Antler Press, Arnolfini, As Yet Untitled, Atlantic Press,
Chloe Spicer, Chubby, Clare Rogers, Emma Cocker &
Clare Thornton, Fennertown, Guy Bigland, Hazard Press,
HG Makes, Impact Press, KARST Shop, Keiken Collective,
LALALA POMPOM, MA Book Arts Camberwell College
of Arts, Nathan Walker, OOMK, Pea Robinson & Rachael
Jenkins, Pylon Press, Semple Press, STANDING FRAME,
The B.L.N.T Collective, The Chinchilla, The Shipping Press,
Wotadot

11am – 5pm both days in the Manchester School of Art’s
Holden Gallery. Manchester School of Art’s Holden Gallery,
All Saints campus, Cavendish Street (off Oxford Road),
Manchester M15 6BR, UK.
Exhibitors include: Theresa Easton, Two Wood Press, James
Sharp, Flower Jam, Henry Press, Lady Lazarus and Emma
Collins illustration, Mike Ainsworth, Sue Mclaren, Old
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Counter is brought to you by an independent band of
Plymouth-based artists. We are keeners, fans and D.I.Y.
enthusiasts. Counter 2015 is supported by Arts Council
England, KARST and G.F Smith.
KARST
22 George Place, Stonehouse, Plymouth PL1 3NY, UK
www.counterplymouth.com
#counter2015

Oxford Fine Press Book Fair
31st October and 1st November, 2015
In conjunction with the Fine Press Book Association,
the Provincial Booksellers Fairs Association (PBFA) is
organising the longest standing fine press fair in the world:
the Oxford Fine Press Book Fair in Oxford, UK. The Fair
will be held on 31st October and 1st November, 2015,
at Oxford Brookes University, Headington Campus,
Gipsy Lane, Oxford OX3 0BP, UK. Open 11am to 6pm on
Saturday 31st October, and 10am to 5pm on Sunday 1st
November. http://fpba.com/fairs/oxford.html
Advance notice - upcoming fairs:
The 2015 Small Publishers Fair will take place in London’s
Conway Hall, on Friday 6th and Saturday 7th November.

The Small Publishers’ Fair is an annual celebration of books
by contemporary artists, poets, writers and book designers.
11am to 7pm daily. Conway Hall, Red Lion Square, London
WC1R 4RL, UK. http://smallpublishersfair.co.uk

Hamburger Bahnhof – Museum für Gegenwart Berlin
Staatliche Museen zu Berlin
Invalidenstraße 50–51, 10557 Berlin.
www.friendswithbooks.org

INTERNET NEWS
Annette Disslin is currently relocating her studio and press
over a period of time in Germany. You can read about her
progress and reflections in the Relocation Journal section
on her blog; where she is “looking back on how my work
and the studio developed over those past 15 years since I
got started with book arts. Only recently a post went online
on the book arts related fairs I have been part of so far. I
put many links in, so I do hope this post will be useful for
fellow artists”: www.disslin-an.net

Annette will be showing book works at two upcoming
fairs this autumn, for the annual Open Day at Whittington
Press near Cheltenham on 5 September. Whittington Court,
Whittington, Cheltenham, Gloucestershire GL54 4HF, UK.
And, for the very first time, she will be at the Fine Press
Book Fair at Oxford Brookes University on 31st October
and 1st November.

Friends with Books: Art Book Fair Berlin
11th - 13th December 2015
Featuring 100+ international participants and a series of
public programmes: discussions, readings, presentations,
performances, and artists’ interventions and projects that
explore the perimeters of today’s art publishing.
Friends with Books is a non-profit organisation founded
in 2014 offering greater visibility to contemporary artists’
books and art publications, including an annual art book
fair, public programming, and partnerships with art
organisations and institutions, facilitating the engagement
of diverse audiences with the book works of artists and
publishers worldwide.
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Good Press has a new website: “It’s been a long time
coming, we’ve worked really hard, but, for your pleasure
and convenience, we present to you a dashing new
Good Press website!” Go now: www.goodpressgallery.co.uk
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Bookarts at UWE has a new website, designed by Jonathan
Mair, please do visit and explore our new site and remember
to update the newsletter download link to the new address:
www.bookarts.uwe.ac.uk
Ian Tyson has a new website. Editions of current work sculptures and prints inspired by Asian calligraphy as
well as the barren landscapes of Dungeness, Kent.
http://iantysonartist.com
Marcelle Hanselaar has a new website with examples of
recent artists’ books at: www.marcellehanselaar.com

NEW ARTISTS’ PUBLICATIONS
Artist’s Book Yearbook 2016-2017 - September sees the new
edition of the Artist’s Book Yearbook!

Metaphors, John Mulloy considers the complexities of
artists’ books by Sioban Piercy; looking back over 39 years
of his life ‘with books, among books, for books’, Radosław
Nowakowski makes the numbers add up in his essay 3-6-9;
it is with sadness that we publish the essay Systems for the
page in the work of Maria Lucia Cattani by Paulo Silveira,
who writes about the work of his colleague and friend Maria
Lucia Cattani (1958-2015), reflecting on her contribution to
the field of artists’ books; Collective Investigations - Egidija
Čiricaitė, George Cullen and Chris Gibson – have produced
a special feature for this edition of the ABYB reflecting on
their performative, interactive work in Reading the Book
as an Object; Susan Johanknecht & Katharine Meynell’s
essay on their collaborative project Poetry of Unknown
Words is a particularly absorbing feminising response to
Iliadz’s Poesie de mots inconnus; Gustavo Grandal Montero’s
extended interview with Stephen Bann - From Cambridge to
Brighton: Concrete poetry in Britain, discusses some seminal
moments in the history of Concrete poetry in the UK and
abroad from 1964, and Bann’s role within it as an organiser,
practitioner, critic and editor.
Artists’ pages by: Ian Andrews, Mireille Fauchon, Martha
Hellion, Candace Hicks, Danqing Huang, Paul Laidler,
Sophie Loss, Angie Waller and Mark Wingrave.
International listings of artists’ books activity includes:
collections, courses, dealers, publishers, galleries, centres,
bookshops, libraries, artist-led projects, organisations,
societies, print studios, fairs, festivals and competitions.
In the Artists’ Books Listings section you can also find 537
examples of new artists’ books, with information about
their work sent in by 182 artists in the following countries:
Australia, Belgium, Canada, Chile, China, Denmark, France,
Germany, India, Ireland, Italy, Japan, Norway, Poland,
Russia, South Africa, Spain, Sweden, The Netherlands,
the UK and the USA.
Artist’s Book Yearbook 2016-2017. Published by Impact
Press at the Centre for Fine Print Research, UWE Bristol,
UK. 20th September 2015. 21 x 29.7 cm, 268pp, b&w litho
print throughout, colour cover. Cover design: Tom Sowden.
Order your copy online at:
http://www.bookarts.uwe.ac.uk/publications/index.html

Features include:
bookartbookshop: Tanya Peixoto celebrates Magnus Irvin;
A Parliament of Children by John Bently, asks if now might
be the time to establish a publishing house – run by and
for children; The material folio by Tim Mosely looks at the
material in relation to haptic in artists’ books; Making Space:
London Centre for Book Arts reports on all the wonderful
developments at LCBA since it launched in 2012, written
by its founders Simon Goode and Ira Yonemura; in Fragile
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Medieval on the Go: The Girdle Book
By Karen Hanmer
Complete instructions to craft a girdle book, a medieval
binding structure featuring a long extension of leather,
which could be attached to a traveler’s belt. Includes
numerous illustrations, a tool list and an extensive
bibliography. This is an advanced level structure for those
who already have experience with traditional binding.
The girdle book model will be constructed with a
combination of ancient and modern techniques and
materials. Features include a text block sewn on double
raised supports, wooden boards shaped all around with
special attention given to the inside spine edge to match
the profile of the text block’s natural shoulder, spine linings
extending beyond the text block and attached to the inside

of the boards, text block laced onto boards and laces pegged
in, sewn endbands also laced into the boards, covered
in pliable leather, corner tongues, strap and pin closure,
corner bosses, vellum fore-edge markers, leather extension
terminates in a decorative knot.
28pp, paperback, 2015. Available at: http://www.lulu.com/
shop/karen-hanmer/medieval-on-the-go-the-girdle-book/
paperback/product-22243865.html
The Albertine Workout
Anne Carson and Kim Anno
Published by the Literary Arts Institute at the College of
St. Benedict in St. Joseph, Minnesota, USA

The Albertine Workout is an artist’s book written by poet
Anne Carson, with images by Kim Anno. The photogravure
images were printed by Unai San Martin on Hanemuhle
Copperplate paper, at Kala Art Institute in Berkeley,
California. The text pages were letterpress printed at One
Crow Press at the College of St. Benedict by Anna Boyer.
The clamshell box was created by Jana Pullman of Western
Slope Bindery.
The Albertine Workout was published August 15, 2014, by
the Literary Arts Institute at the College of St. Benedict in
St. Joseph, Minnesota. There are 40 copies in the edition.
For information on acquiring the book, please contact:
Kim Anno, skimi2@comcast.net, T +1 (510) 847-4745
St. Benedict’s Literary Institute, College of Saint Benedict
Benedicta Arts Center, 37 South College Ave
St. Joseph, MN 56374, USA
http://kimanno.com/books/
New special editions from Book Works

“It is always tricky, the question whether to read an author’s
work in light of his life or not.” Anne Carson

Dont Leaves Relax Leaves
Special Edition, Michael Dean, 2015
A special edition drawing and collaged torn pages from the
book Now Leaves by Michael Dean, encapsulated in a clear
Perspex box. In addition a numbered copy of the book with
corresponding missing pages accompanies this edition.

The Albertine Workout is collaboration between artist Kim
Anno and author Anne Carson. The book combines 41
pages of text and 16 photogravure images exploring the life
and times of Proust’s character Albertine, the unique and
unforgettable “captive” from Book V of Remembrances of
Things Past. Albertine may or may not have been based on
a real person in Proust’s life, his erstwhile chauffeur, Alfred
Agostinelli. There is a deep, sweet pathos in the unknowable
relation between these two beloveds, with Proust in
between.

Kim Anno swore on “pain of death” not to illustrate the text.
There is a page of the image of a torn tweed suit, a fire red
velvet diagonal fold, some green plant fronds, two portraits,
and a series of folds, wrinkles and cuts in what appear to be
pages of a book. One is never sure if the cuts are fragmented
or the whole. The resulting visceral book is sumptuous,
provocative, and terse.
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Published by Book Works, the drawing is signed and
numbered by the artist, image size 297 x 420mm, Perspex
box size 306 x 429 x 15mm. £498.00, plus postage – edition
of 10, plus 3 artist’s proofs. To purchase this title please visit:
https://www.bookworks.org.uk/node/1861
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End Matter
Special Edition, Katrina Palmer, 2015
I WILL COMPOSE A TEXT SOLELY COMPRISED OF
END MATTER SUCH AS AN EPILOGUE, A POSTSCRIPT,
AN AFTERWORD, SOME ADDENDA, OR APPENDICES
ETC. THE SHADOWY QUALITY OF THE WORK’S
DOCUMENTARY VESTIGES WILL ACT AS A MEMENTO
TO THE MISSING BODY OF THE BOOK.

A special edition of End Matter by Katrina Palmer is
co-published by Book Works and Artangel in a limited
edition of 50 copies, and 5 artist’s proofs, signed and
numbered by the artist.
The book is 96 pages, designed by James Langdon.
The special edition has black end papers, and a hard cover
bound in warm grey Fine Buckram, with bright orange
foil blocking outlining the island of Portland, and house
in an ebony black slip case, designed and produced by
Book Works Studio with Katrina Palmer. The edition also
contains, two b&w C-type matt photographs, wrapped in a
glassine cover. Book size, 124 x 184mm, photographs each,
164 x 115mm. £185.00, plus postage - limited edition of 50,
5 artist’s proofs, signed and numbered by the artist.
To purchase this title please visit:
https://www.bookworks.org.uk/node/1857
New from Café Royal Books:

One Day in July near Cable Street Southport
Ken Grant
09.07.15, 28 pages, 14 x 20 cm, b/w digital. Edition of 200.
£5 UK, £6 elsewhere. http://www.caferoyalbooks.com/#/
one-day-in-july-near-cable-street-southport-ken-grant/

Pleasure in Leisure
Matthew Murray
28 pages, 14 x 20 cm, colour digital. Edition of 200. £7 UK,
£8 elsewhere. http://www.caferoyalbooks.com/#/pleasurein-leisure-matthew-murray-060815-700/
Café Royal Books Subscriptions
Subscription is monthly, ongoing and managed by you,
using Paypal. It can begin and end at any point.
It saves at least 15% on retail price.
September 2015
Brian David Stevens - Scarecrows; Simon Roberts - Boxing
Boys; Stephen Mclaren - Dookits; Steve McCoy - Personal
Space. http://www.caferoyalbooks.com/subscribe/
New books by David Barton:
RAW MATERIAL
David Barton
30-page A5 booklet with two colour laminated cover.
25 full-page line drawings. 200 copies. Published
22/06/2015. ISBN 978-1-907546-70-9. £4.50
RAW MATERIAL 2
David Barton
36-page A5 booklet with two colour laminated cover.
31 full-page line drawings. 200 copies. Published
22/06/2015. ISBN 978-1907546-71-6. £4.50
RAW MATERIAL 3
David Barton
16-page A5 booklet with two colour laminated cover.
11 full-page line drawings. 200 copies. Published
22/06/2015. ISBN 978-1-907546-72-3. £3.50
To order, contact David Barton
45 Wellmeadow Road, Hither Green, London, SE13 6SY.
Email: moya.barton@ntlworld.com
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New publications from Coracle:
The Free Music Machine Drawings of Percy Grainger
Published by Coracle
All the drawings by Percy Grainger for the Free Music
Machines he developed with Burnett Cross towards the
end of his musical life. They were mostly drawn between
1951 and 1953. This is the first time many of these drawings
have been seen, and their improvisational notation and
sense of invention make them of recurrent interest to both
composers, writers and artists working in wider fields.

With this book we attempt to site this as a different model.
The work moves from its Construction through Storage to
its Despatch into the world as Publication.
Texts by John Bevis, Simon Cutts, with a survey of the
Research Group for Artists Publications by Jill Mustchim,
with assistance from Rodger Brown, and bibliography by
John Janssen. Coracle 2015, 78pp offset and casebound
€15.00/£12.00. Plus p&p, payable by PayPal:
simon@coracle.ie. www.coracle.ie
What Do You Want From the Art World?
A new artist’s book by Andy Parsons & Glenn Holman
Glenn Holman and Andy Parsons of Floating World were
commissioned by Visual Artists Ireland to create an artists
book as part of their 20:20 vision initiative looking into the
future of the visual arts in Ireland.
At the same time the book attempts to be the album in
which to present them, and in which they can be viewed at a
suitably large and readable scale. The book and drawings
are introduced by an authoritative contextual essay by
musicologist Wilfrid Mellers written for this publication.
It has been thirty-five years in gestation and finally,
production, and represents one of the prime Coracle
achievements, along with Kurt Schwitters’ I Build My Time,
of 2001, and Jonathan Williams Portrait Photographs of
1979. An edition of 300 numbered copies. 72pp printed
digitally and casebound. 300 x 225 mm, with inlaid colour
panel on the cover.
€40.00 £35.00 $48.00. Plus €6.00 p&p, payable by PayPal:
simon@coracle.ie. www.coracle.ie
Construction Storage Despatch: Martin Rogers
Published by Coracle
Martin Rogers, printer, sculptor and publisher, was the
exemplar of a condition that had become prevalent after the
nineteen- sixties. He had moved the physical materials of his
work to the production of multiple objects in printed form,
to books and publication, eventually embracing the idea of
publishing as the platform for the work.
At the same time, in the way he avoided the side-track,
even the cul-de-sac, of the so-called artist’s book, he
becomes emblematic of that repositioning.
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Through a series of workshops held in May 2015, during
Get Together at the Irish Museum of Modern Art, artists
were interviewed about what they want from the art
world and their visual and verbal opinions and comments
transcribed as accurately as possible in ‘real time’ as images,
texts, collages and general observations. The robot is a
deliberately obvious reference to the future, but it served
the more useful purpose of creating a neutral place for
artists to place their ideas. The comedic element helped to
elicit more frank and open contributions. We thought of it
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something akin to Golem, a hard to define entity that will
nonetheless work tirelessly for its creators. This artwork is a
compendium of people’s response to the question: What Do
You Want From the Art World?
In a first for Floating World this book is available solely
as A PDF for free distribution. We hope that it entertains
and contributes to the ongoing dialogue. Floating World
are Andy Parsons & Glenn Holman with assistance on this
project and with huge thanks to Glenn Gannon.
www.floatingworldbooks.com
A new book by Bas Fontein:
Abusive Names for Artists: The Dicktionary
Many Dutch find artists irritating. They seem to live off of
welfare, do whatever they like, and can even, sometimes,
get rich in the process! As a result, there are as many
abusive nicknames for artists as there are artistic forms
of expression. From this endless landscape, here is a
small selection.
ISBN 978-2-919552-31-3, paperback, 46 illustrations by the
artist/author, 146 pages. June 2015, 10 euros TTC.
Grégory Pamadou: gp.hazart@orange.fr
Editions HAZART, 22, rue de la Comédie, 82000
Montauban, France. http://pamadou.fr/fr/livres-editions
Venus Stairs
Pete Kennedy

The book is based on the collection ‘swear words for artists’
from Dutch artist PJ Roggeband.
Soft cover with book jacket, pages: 86, paper: 90gsm,
print fluorescent green. €9.90, available at:
http://www.basboek.com/product/het-scheldwoordenboekvoor-kunstenaars/
Dans la mer de guerre (In shit war)
Grégory Pamadou
Skip barbarism to peace by pursuing a dream, then
wander from this dream has lost its strength. For Grégory
Pamadou, poet born in Lyon in 1975, who lives and works
in Montauban (82000), the soldier who is the focus of
this collection of haiku, hate war. If one of the players
fighting it is also, like the others, the victim. It is through
a frugal poetic atmosphere, as Grégory Pamadou gives us
impressions of “the Great War”.
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Venus Stairs was created to accompany Pete’s picture called
Venus At The Stairs, a composite image Pete created from
photos, drawings & watercolours. Venus Stairs is in the form
of a concertina book with hard covers on each end.

The book can be acquired from Apulhed Originals, 11 Head
Street, Goldhanger, Essex CM9 8AY. £25 including p&p.
Email: apulheds@gmail.com

Whenever the cards were taken out and arranged upon a
table, they produced a landscape of harmony which was
variable, compatible and satisfying to the user without being
geographically identifiable. This first myriorama seems
to have been an instant success and many varieties were
created to satisfy the demands of the public.
The newly commissioned contemporary myriorama by Tom
Gauld has many references to Laurence Sterne’s writings and
contains incidents and characters that may be familiar to
the reader. He has ordered his drawings to allow an almost
limitless variety of Sternean encounters to take place.
What a large volume of adventures may be grasped within
this little span of life, by him who interests his heart in
everything, and who, having eyes to see what time and
chance are perpetually holding out to him as he journeyeth
on his way, misses nothing he can fairly lay his hands on.
from ‘A Sentimental Journey through France and Italy’ by
Laurence Sterne
Supported by Arts Council England. Myriorama cards 16 x 7 cm. £10 + £3 p&p. Available at:
www.laurencesternetrust.org.uk/shop-item.php?id=118

Endless Journey by Tom Gauld
Published by The Laurence Sterne Trust
A myriorama by Tom Gauld inspired by the works of
Laurence Sterne. Twelve picture cards which can be
arranged to form 479,001,600 different landscapes.
Myriorama, or ‘Many Thousand Views’ consist of
numerous cards depicting fragments or segments of
landscapes that can be arranged in a multitude of different
combinations. This ‘entertainment’ for young ladies and
gentlemen originated in France.
The first English version in 1824 was a set of 16 cards which
depicted Gothic ruins, castles, cottages, a lighthouse, a man
fishing and a gypsy encampment. These landmarks had a
backdrop of mountains with islands and a lake to add extra
texture and depth.
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‘16’ by Stoney Road Press • An Post • Poetry Ireland.
To celebrate the centenary of the 1916 Rising, Stoney Road
Press, in association with An Post and Poetry Ireland,
are pleased to announce the publication of ‘16’, a limitededition, fine-press collection of poetry and art.
Poetry, more than any other art form, is intimately
connected to the events of Easter 1916. Three of the
executed signatories of the Proclamation - Pádraig Pearse,
Thomas McDonagh and Joseph Mary Plunkett - were
recognised poets of their day, who had used their poems to
espouse the cause of revolutionary nationalism. The author
Peter Costello, in his ‘The Heart Grown Brutal’, says of them:
“They gave themselves to the great theme of their poetry, the
cause of Ireland, and made the Rising not merely a political
event but also a poetic creation.”
In contrast to this assessment of their literary importance,
Pearse, in a moment of humorous self-effacement, is
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reported to have said that, should the Rising fail, “If we do
nothing else, we shall rid Ireland of three bad poets.”

Book launch
The octopus would like to put a stop to us

Poetry Ireland has invited four contemporary poets to
present their own responses to the Rising and its aftermath.
These works will be by: Harry Clifton • Vona Groarke •
Paula Meehan • Paul Muldoon.
In addition, Stoney Road Press has commissioned four
limited edition prints by the following Irish artists:
Michael Canning • Alice Maher • Brian O’Doherty • Kathy
Prendergast.

Kathy Prendergast’s print for ‘16’ depicts a butterfly given to the
Natural History Museum by Roger Casement

Stoney Road Press has also invited the Irish literary scholar,
Professor Declan Kiberd, to write the introduction to this
collection. To complement this introduction, he has chosen
eight poems relevant to the notion of Ireland’s freedom
and the sacrifices of those who lived and died to attain that
cherished goal. Included in this selection will be: ‘Séan Ó
Duibhir an Ghleanna’/ John O’Dwyer of the Glen, with
George Sigerson’s translation • ‘Róisín Dubh’ / ‘My Dark
Rosaleen’, with James Clarence Mangan’s version • ‘The
Famine Year’, by Lady Jane Wilde • ‘Fornocht Do Chonac
Thú’, by Patrick Pearse, with his own English version •
‘Lament for Thomas MacDonagh’, by Francis Ledwidge •
‘Easter 1916’ by W. B. Yeats • ‘Comrades - to Con’, by Eva
Gore-Booth • ‘Do M’Athair’, by Caoimhín Ó Conghaile,
Translated by Declan Kiberd.

UK launch: LABF, London Art Book Fair, Whitechapel
Gallery, 11-13 September
US launch: NYABF, New York Art Book Fair, Moma PS1,
18-20 September
An illustrated poem about animals taking revenge on
humans. Poem by Benjamin Heathcote.
Illustration, book art and production by ottoGraphic
published by OTTO.

‘16’ will be published in April 2016 and will be available to
the public in a limited edition of 150, each signed by the
eight present-day contributors and by Professor Kiberd.
Individual volumes will be on sale for a pre-publication
price of €1,250 and a post-publication price of €1,750.
Copies of the book and associated prints will be featured
in the new GPO Witness History exhibition on Dublin’s
O’Connell Street.
For further information see www.stoneyroadpress.com or
contact David O’Donoghue or James O’Nolan on Dublin
(01) 887 8544.

Text and image made using stencil-painting method after
Mayakovsky, Rosta windows, Russia 1910, first editioned
as stencil painted book in 2010. 2015 hardback edition,
screenprinted from 2010 stencil-painted artwork.
30 pages, 22 x 29 cm. ISBN 978-0-9932990-0-1.
£35 including UK shipping. Order online at:
http://www.ottographic.co.uk/books/brand-new.html
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August 2015. Only 15 copies available for sale
Price: 70 euro / 100 $ / 60 GBP. Order at:
http://www.redfoxpress.com/ass.box30.html
Howl for a Black Cockatoo
A collaboration by Sue Anderson and Gwen Harrison

You can also watch The making of ‘the Octopus would like to
put a stop to us’, a quick animated story at:
http://www.ottographic.co.uk/books/brand-new.html
Franticham’s Assembling Box No. 30
Visual Poetry and works inspired by Fluxus
A5 box with 32 contributions from 25 invited artists from
9 countries. Visual poetry, collages, prints, multiples and
objects. 40 copies signed and numbered 1/40 to 40/40

Contributions from:
Hartmut Andryczuk, Germany - Tiziana Baracchi,
Italy - Vittore Baroni, Italy - John M. Bennett, USA
Brandstifter, Germany - Jose L. Campal, Spain - Bruno
Chiarlone, Italy - Fernando Garcia Delgado, Argentina
David Dellafiora, Australia - Klaus-Peter Dencker,
Germany - Antonio Gomez, Spain - Klaus Groh,
Germany - Scott Helmes, USA - Miguel Jimenez, Spain Mikula Luellwitz, Germany - Serse Luigetti, Italy
Leo Morrissey, USA - Juergen Olbrich, Germany - Mark
Pawson, UK - Stephen Perkins, USA - Hugo Pontes, Brazil
- Litsa Spathi, Netherlands - Giovanni Strada, Italy - Ptrzia
Tictac, Germany - Reid Wood, USA
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It was 1871 when the Industrial School for Girls transferred
from the Newcastle site to ‘Biloela’ (the annexed western
end of Cockatoo Island). Doomed to failure, this period of
child welfare is a little known piece of Australia’s story. The
Government’s intention to have immediate reference and
control of the institution seemed to be empty rhetoric, when
in fact inspections were ineffective and far from regular.
Children as young as eight were sent to the island called
Cockatoo. They were sent there on such grounds as being
poor, or of having committed a crime, or if they were
considered ‘at risk’; they were taken from families that
were deemed ‘undesirable’. The 1867 Industrial Schools Act
was put into place by the Government of NSW under the
guidance of Henry Parkes in order to repatriate unfortunate
children. It was reasoned that if they were cared for by the
state they would learn the decencies of life, the outcome
would lead to a better society. The tragedy that ensued bore
no semblance to this idyllic notion.
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girl could experience. While, on the other side of the globe,
many hundreds of little girls of a similar age to Alice were
experiencing the depravation of all such experience - loss
of play, loss of identity and the loss of their rights. The
synergies between Alice and these girls are poignant and
unnerving.
By chance rather than planning, after four years of work,
our story Howl for a Black Cockatoo was completed in 2015,
just as Carroll’s Alice in Wonderland celebrated 150 years.
Gwen’s images are large 50 x 60 cm sugar lift and lift
etchings, most made on copper plates, two on steel. Printed
by hand in the artist’s studio on 300gsm Magnani Revere
100% cotton rag paper. The narrative was letterpress printed
by Sue with handset 24 and 30 point Caslon in roman and
italic type sourced from The Printing Museum in New
Zealand, as well as with various sizes of wood type. The
artists’ books are an edition limited to 25. They are finely
bound and have an abstract design of black kangaroo
leather over an etching on Magnani Revere. AUD $7000.
For more information please contact the artists at
Impediment Press & Wand’Ring Bark
wandringbarkstudio@gmail.com or
sooando@yahoo.com

The prison buildings the girls found themselves in had
recently been vacated by some of the worst felons in
the colony and were declared so appalling, inhumane
and squalid; they had been deemed unfit to be used for
prisoners. Improvements were made of course: beds
replaced the convict hammocks and matting was put on
the flagstone floors, all else remained as before. The prison
buildings the girls found themselves in had recently been
vacated by some of the worst felons in the colony and were
declared so appalling, inhumane and squalid; they had been
deemed unfit to be used for prisoners. Improvements were
made of course: beds replaced the convict hammocks and
matting was put on the flagstone floors, all else remained
as before.

Dancing Over Dark Waters - The Chapbook
Collaborative work by Sue Anderson and Gwen Harrison,
with text by Peter Lyssiotis
Peter Lyssiotis, Melbourne based writer and artist, was
aware of our work in overlaying early Australian history
with contemporary issues involving marginalisation,
incarceration, and Australia’s shifting attitude to
asylum seekers.
We explained our interest in the history of Cockatoo Island
in Sydney Harbour that was used from 1839 as a convict
prison. The prisoners were used to quarry the sandstone
rock on the island, building the prison barracks, a military
guardhouse and an official residence. In 1850 prisoners
also worked on Fitzroy docks and a workshop to service
Royal Navy and other ships. In 1871 the prison became an
Industrial School for girls, and a reformatory. Peter agreed
to write the prose poetry for our 4th book of the series
“Dancing Over Dark Waters”. The chapbook includes new
relief prints produced by Gwen instead of the comparatively
labour-intensive monumental etchings she prepared for the
main book Shore of Certain Happiness.
52 x 70 cm. Edition of 20-30, Sydney, Australia. AUD $7000
For more information please contact the artists at
Impediment Press & Wand’Ring Bark
wandringbarkstudio@gmail.com or
sooando@yahoo.com

The horrific prison situation was cruel. Their treatment
was bestial. Callous abuse and disregard was constant from
those charged with their care. By coincidence, during this
period Lewis Caroll was penning Alice in Wonderland
back in the ‘mother country’, a book that explores all the
imagination, play and development of the self that a young
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New publications by Elisabeth Tonnard:
The Lovers
Based around screenshots that were made while watching
‘Discarded: Joachim Schmid and the Anti-Museum,’ a video
about Joachim Schmid’s work, realised by the Hillman
Photography Initiative at the Carnegie Museum of Art

in 2014. At one point in this documentary Schmid is at
a flea market in Berlin, looking through a pile of junked
photographs. For a brief moment his perusal and the
movements of his hands caused the stack to tell a story.

Full colour digital printing, 24 page stapled brochure, size
21 x 28 cm, in enclosure size 23 x 32 cm. Edition limited to
100 numbered copies. Published in Berlin, 2015.
Priced at € 28, plus shipping. More info and images at:
http://elisabethtonnard.com
Husch!
A recent publication in German, Husch! is a small book
containing two poems composed from sentences found
in a grammar book (Hermann Sanders’ Kurzgefaßtes
Lehrbuch der Deutschen Sprache für Chinesen which was
first published in 1922). The first poem is titled ‘Was ich
weiss’ (What I know), the second poem is ‘Das Wetter’ (The
Weather). Each page carries only one line and the lines
move about the pages in a free manner.

Published in Berlin, June 2015. Edition of 65 numbered
copies. Black & white printing, perfect bound paperback.
Size 10.5 x 14.8 cm, 84 pages. Priced at €18, plus shipping.
More info and images at: http://elisabethtonnard.com
Mein Buch
Another new book that I released is Mein Buch (‘my book’).
It reflects on the declension of possessive pronouns in the
German language and consists of stamped words which
are all declensions of the word ‘mein’ (German for ‘my’ or
‘mine’). The stamping causes fluctuations from word to
word and from booklet to booklet, mimicking the constant
(and to the novice learner bewildering) flow of word
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form variations that German presents due to the required
identification of grammatical case, number and gender.

Realised at Künstlerhaus Bethanien during a residency
awarded by the Mondriaan Fonds. Stamped with archival
black ink, booklet size 11 x 19 cm, 24 pages. Edition limited
to 50 numbered copies. Published in Berlin, 2015.
Priced at €24, plus shipping. More info and images at:
http://elisabethtonnard.com
Tischblumenbilder
Tischblumenbilder (‘Tableflowerpictures’) is the third and
final of my recent publications in German. It reflects on
the declension of adjectives in the German language (or as
Mark Twain would say, ‘The Awful German Language’).
The book consists of words found in an instruction table
that presented declensions of three nouns with adjectives.
I stamped these phrases by hand, thereby causing
fluctuations from phrase to phrase and from booklet
to booklet, mimicking the constant flow of word form
variations that German presents due to the required
identification of grammatical case, number and gender.
The pairing of two phrases on each page also causes subtle
shifts of meaning.

Realised at Künstlerhaus Bethanien during a residency
awarded by the Mondriaan Fonds. Stamped with archival
black ink, booklet size 11 x 19 cm, 24 pages. Edition limited
to 50 numbered copies. Published in Berlin, 2015.
Priced at €24, plus shipping. More info and images at:
http://elisabethtonnard.com
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Claudia Molitor – Sonorama
Published by Uniformbooks
Located on the train journey between London St
Pancras and Margate, ‘Sonorama’ is an audio work by
composer Claudia Molitor that offers sounds and voices
for the otherwise silent view from the train. The work is
downloadable as an app for listening with headphones,
and the book is a companion to the audio experience.
It reproduces the complete graphic score of Molitor’s
interpretation of the journey, locating the thinking behind
the composition and the selection of material.

Earthquake and Tsunami; Danny Aldred (UK): Drifting
Through the Looking Glass [a road less travelled], Making
living books with old and new tools.
Artists’ pages by: Charlotte Biszewski, Egidija Čiricaitė and
Deborah Stevenson
Cover, badge and sticker design: Jessica Williams (Norway).
Published by Impact Press, CFPR, UWE Bristol, UK.
£10 for Volume 10 No.s 1 & 2, October 2015 and April 2016.
Price includes worldwide postage. Order online at:
http://bit.ly/YHM5lM

REPORTS & REVIEWS
On Ridgegrove Hill
By Alyson Hallett and Phyllida Bluemal
Review by Iain Biggs

With contributions by David Hendy, Charlotte Higgins,
Graham McKenzie, Evan Parker, Irene Revell.
ISBN 978 1 910010 03 7. 88pp, 234 x 142, paperback with
flaps. £12.00. Uniformbooks
www.uniformbooks.co.uk
http://www.colinsackett.co.uk/sonorama.php

Poems by Alyson Hallett (with one addition poem by
Penelope Shuttle), design by Phyllida Bluemal, published
in 2015 by Atlantic Press, Penryn, Cornwall (12 x 20 cms,
unpaginated, single b&w image running continuously
throughout) ISBN 978-09571549-5-7

The Blue Notebook
Volume 10, No 1, October 2015

Essays and articles by:
Mark Waugh (UK) on Eric Lesdema‘s Drowning the Moon;
Lucy May Schofield (UK/Japan) reports on her book arts
residency at Mokuhanga Innovation Laboratory; Radoslaw
Nowakowski (Poland) on How to write a worst seller; Csilla
Farkas (UK) explores Liberature: At the Border of Literature
and Book Arts; Mary Cowley-Takaoka (Japan) on artist
Kumiko Shindo’s book works responding to the Tōhoku
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This modest, well-produced book – a creative collaboration
between poet Alyson Hallett and illustrator Phyllida
Bluemal – comes out of of time Hallett spent as the second
Charles Causley poet-in-residence, during which she lived
in the poet’s house - Cyprus Well - on Ridgegrove Hill in
Launceston, Cornwall. Perhaps as a consequence there is a
sense of intimacy to the poems, indicated by her writing of
“his happy spirit” inhabiting the passenger seat of her car as
she travels country lanes.
Charles Causley (1917-2003), was born in Launceston,
worked there as a schoolmaster and seldom left the town.
He wrote, without distinction, for adults and children in a
style characterised by simplicity, directness, and his abiding
interest in folk songs, hymns, ballads and the vernacular

lore of his native Cornwall. Something of his telling
simplicity permeates the poems and the minimal, maplike dot-line continuous drawing that runs through, and
links, the pages of the book (an appropriate playing out of
Paul Klee’s claim that a drawing is a line going for a walk).
This evokes a sense of ‘all-of-a-piece’ that subtly reinforces
the sense of commonality between the different individual
poems and is in perfect accord with the spirit of the poem
What Maps Don’t Show.
“Now imagine Causley in Launceston’s castled
streets, the way everything comes to meet him –

The Cascais International Art Book exhibition (CIBA),
organised by the Dom Luis I Foundation in Cascais,
Portugal, is a precious jewel, with a flaw.
Eighteen of the foremost international book artists from
10 countries are represented in CIBA. The setting in the
intimate and legendary Casa de Santa Maria is original and
surprisingly right for these works of art, with its blue and
white XVII Century Portuguese tiled walls and coffered,
painted ceilings.

people and cats, stones and ghosts,
the thunder in blackening fields.”
The sparseness of this continuous drawing is the proper and
necessary counterpoint to the sensuality of Alyson Hallett’s
poems, to their epiphanies grounded in the ecumenical,
ultimately pagan, breadth and flow of imagination evoked
in the poem River Kensey. These are poems in which the
land is always a many-voiced, permeable taskscape, always
animated by the criss-crossing of currents from linear
human time with cycles of growth, ripeness, and decay;
always co-constituted by the beings, human and nonhuman, present and past, that it houses and by which it
is haunted:
“…. Blackbirded
blackberried, the dense undergrowth
a grave for light …”
In an age increasingly permeated by a willful and blind
consumerism on one hand and deepening environmental
anxiety on the other, this is a book that, without apology,
quietly celebrates the quasi-pagan enchantment embedded
in the vibrant matter of a rural Cornish town and its
environs. On first reading this might be taken as a form of
escapism, but closer acquaintance shows it to be nothing
of the sort. Taken as a whole the book signals a reserve of
heartfelt continuity and possibility, one on which we can
draw if we have the patience and humility to do so.
Dr Iain Biggs, RWA. Educator / artist / researcher
www.iainbiggs.co.uk

Unfolder, Cor Aerssens

The upstairs pieces are sculptural and witty, and were
brilliantly selected to display the wide range of this art form.
Mandy Gunn and Brian Dettmer skillfully deconstructed
their country’s main reference dictionary into sculptural
introspection. Connie Michele Morey, Sarah Bodman and
Cor Aerssens produced intriguing, voyeuristic works that
invite the viewer to direct interaction. Amandine NabarraPiomelli and Barbara Mauriello brilliantly deal with the
essence of travel. Barbara Johnston’s biblical observation,
Temptation, Sue Doggett’s clever statement on early
feminism, Spiritualists and Suffragettes, and Raquel de
Prada’s political comment on the UN Declaration of Human
Rights, Papel Mojado, are humorous and accomplished.
Celeste Maia’s celebration of survivors of the 2004 tsunami,
Resistance, is exquisite and chilling.

UPSTAIRS DOWNSTAIRS BOOK ART
Cascais International Art Book exhibition at Cascais
Cultural Centre, Casa de Santa Maria, Portugal, from
26th June - 12th July 2015
Review by James Holt		
			

Cosmosica, Connie Michele Morey
Ways of Seeing, the Unconcise Oxford Dictionary Mandy Gunn
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With the exception of two of the 18 books in the
international show, they were all produced recently, in
2014-2015, and have the freshness of new thinking about
artists’ books.
Downstairs are six books from Portugal, shown under glass,
with a more traditional approach than the works upstairs.
Four are from the 1960’s and 1970’s. Two are more modern
works. Helder Gorjão’s subtle piece characterises the book as
object and Urbano’s Venice Diary makes the viewer want to
finger his entries. These books are largely a disconnect with
the upstairs works. CIBA would have gained a great deal
with one show, rather than two separate ones.
The online catalogue of the show is on the Foundation’s
website, www.fundacaodomluis.pt
Letterpress printing at the Fliegenkopf in Munich
Report by Juurgen Wegner

In a quiet summery courtyard off a side street just a few
minutes from Munich’s Ostbahnhof is the letterpress
printing workshop of Christa Schwarztrauber. The name
Handsatzwerkstatt Fliegenkopf translates as the “Flies
Head”. This is German printer’s jargon for a piece of type
set the wrong way up - which is also how the imprint itself
is always displayed.
This year the Fliegenkopf has been celebrating its 25th
[sic] anniversary. Schwarztrauber graduated 1966 from
the Meisterschule für Deutschlands Buchdrucker [German
Master Printers’ School]. Her parents had owned a small
commercial printery and she herself trained as a typesetter
in the days when you still set type by hand…
and women in printing were uncommon. She returned to
the same courtyard she had previous worked in - that of the
printery Schottenheim - which, in its day, had employed up
to forty people there - to set up her own printery. Together
with another woman, the phototypesetter Marcia Schiffl,
she established the Handsatzwerkstatt Fliegenkopf there
in 1989.
Schwarztrauber has always been passionate about type.
She recalls that the exhibition Drei Drucker aus Irland –
Plakate aus der irischen Provinz [Three printers from
Ireland – Posters from the Irish countryside] (1976)
came as a revelation. And it set her on her way not only to
fulfil her dream as a letterpress printer but to collect and
save what she could of the type heritage of the past.
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Starting with acquiring the complete metal type inventory
of a regional newspaper.
The two rooms of the Fliegenkopf seem to be largely
occupied by cabinet after cabinet of metal and wooden type.
There are also a number of presses such as a Boston card
press, though the Korrex and Heidelberg presses would
be the workhorses of the printery. In 2011 three years of
laborious work resulted in a monumental boxed set of type
specimen books Bitte setzen! printed from the types in her
collection. The work was produced with the collaboration
with the Munich Designschool and is the result of a
joint effort with over 100 junior typesetters who also contributed to the selection and its design.
About 170 typefaces are shown in Dadaist profusion,
including many beautiful display faces such as Fraktur
types printed from wood.
The Fliegenkopf has produced many other publications
some of which can still be seen at the printery. These start
with the smaller items such as cards displaying some of
the types in use. The walls are hung with framed copies
of Schwarztrauber’s larger typographic poster work. She
discovered by accident that there is a considerable interest
in miniature books which has led her to produce a series of
leporellos. For me, the most interesting was one with text
by the well known German humourist Joachim Ringelnatz
about two ants who decide to travel to Australia - I’m from
Australia. But make it only as far as the docks as they have
sore feet! The item is beautifully presented and packaged
and includes the two ants in the form of hand blown glass
miniatures by the Venetian glass artist Lucio Tosa.
But there have been many other larger and equally
collectible items. Schwarztrauber has a liking for black and
for printing on black paper. Her Nacht [Night] is printed in
a variety of coloured metallic inks on black paper (below).

There is also the Passagen series, the first eight volumes
of which constitute the Schwarze Serie (i.e. Black series
in honour of the “black art”). These are imaginatively
designed works by writers such as Baudelaire, Beckett
and Kafka illustrated with wood and linocuts, monotypes,
paper cuts and even “decollages” as in a work illustrated by
means of collages from pieces of coloured ripped texts. Her
personal file set of the Schwarze Serie has been “bound” by
Schwarztrauber in a wooden case incorporating type and a
zinc plate but they are also available as a boxed set.

Her TypoGrafiken is a series of large, coloured, limited
edition typographic posters. There is also a series of larger
leporellos which are illustrated with wood or linocuts.
Works have been printed from writers such as Baudelaire,
Beckett, Brecht, Canetti, Celan, Handke, Kafka, Neruda
and Tucholsky. And her books and typographic posters
have been exhibited variously in places such as the
Munich City Library, the Druckladen of the Gutenberg
Museum, the German National Museum in Nürnberg, the
BuchKunstBiennale Horn, various German galleries as well
as the Takeo Gallery in Tokyo and Osaka’s Caso Gallery.
Schwarztrauber seems to have quite a following in Japan and visitors from there also.

Foreword to Wish For Amnesia, the debut novel of Barbara
Rosenthal
By Joseph A.W. Quintela, publisher
At a sun-soaked gathering of poets, in a grassy Queens park
overlooking Manhattan, I first encounter Barbara Rosenthal,
barefoot, face shaded by a wide-brimmed black hat, perched
on a stone wall and looking every bit the part: an oracle in
2013. This image alone might be the ideal introduction to
Wish for Amnesia.

Many of the Fliegenkopf publications are still available.
Information and a wealth of illustrations of her work can be
seen on the Fliegenkopf website. And it’s worth just having a
browse for the productions and ideas.

I also caught up with her later at the Mainzer
Minipressenmesse (see above) where she was exhibiting
but also seemed to be more interested in her fellow printers
and their work!
For those interested in more detail, a beautifully printed
and illustrated book on her work is also available:

Wort für Wort: Handpressendrucke und TypoGrafiken
von Christa Schwarztrauber [Word for word: Christa
Schwarztrauber’s private press work and TypoGraphiken]
(€20). This contains colour illustrations of 49 of her works including the ants!
Jürgen Wegner, Sydney
Handsatzwerkstatt Fliegenkopf
Printer, Christa Schwarztrauber
Wörthstr. 42, 81667 München, Germany
Tel: +41 (0)89 486667 or 0170 8541332
www.fliegenkopf-muenchen.de
info@fliegenkopf-muenchen.de
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I recognize the artist immediately, but it takes a while before
we say hello. At the gathering, we are both performing
poetry interventions that use cards to initiate interaction.
At one point, we each spontaneously say something aloud
which combines two of our cards in a moment of cosmic
collaboration. By this entrée I find myself joining her later
for Long Island Iced Tea and rambling conversation that
returns frequently to one preoccupation of the ensuing
pages: the multiplicity of variations that exists within an
individual’s perceptions of time. “…time plays tricks,”
reflects Jack, the pivotal character in the novel and, for
me, this has never been as true as it is in this hours-long
conversation which has never left my mind. By the time we
part on the subway back to Manhattan my head is pleasantly
reeling. So begins my acquaintance with this futurist,
visionary and tragi-comedian.
The agreement to finally publish Wish for Amnesia with
Deadly Chaps Press comes a year later. At this point, we’d
planned to release a trilogy of her “journal-text artist
books,” assimilating materials from 1990-2005. She read a
segment from it on our stage at the NY Poetry Festival on
Governor’s Island last July. However, as that project expands
it becomes clear that it must be prefaced by the very thing
that prefaces the decade: construction of the first of her two
existential novels, lying in suspension thirty years.
So work on the trilogy is paused in October as Barbara
throws open one of the Six Trunks of Journals, Drafts,
Workbooks and Mock-ups that occupy her riverside loft
in the Westbeth Artists’ Complex in Greenwich Village.
From this treasure trove of process notes, whole files and
looseleaf binders devoted to characters, scenes, philosophic
compilations, chronologies, etc., she pulls a comb-bound
copy of the Wish for Amnesia 1991 draft-manuscript.
I rush it home. I can not put it down. I am smitten.
All too prophetic at the time of its writing, the novel’s
immediacy right now is striking. Now is its time.
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Rosenthal’s concept of the “Trans-Millennial Century,” an
era whose beginning could be marked by her own birth,
might best be seen as the era of reckoning for the excesses
of Modernism. She marks its onset year as “July 23, 1944
- August 6, 1945, the simultaneous first liberation of the
Concentration Camps and first dropping of the A-Bomb,
when worldwide and together we faced the Horricides of
ethnic annihilation in the cause of mass hysteria.” It is on
this stage, woven with pivotal events plucked from history
that Wish for Amnesia unfolds. She subtitles it a tale about
a family, and time and art and science, religion, philosophy
and current events. In short, a book almost as exhaustive in
purview as its author.

1985, and in the early 1990s, Gunther Stuhlmann, editor of
Anaïs Nin’s diaries, and literary agent to both, represented
Wish for Amnesia to the very best publishing houses
(Vintage, Putnam, Grove, etc.) but, unfortunately, he died
before “finding this baby a home,” as he wrote in a letter
to her. So, casually over the years, as many other projects
were produced, this novel was occasionally redrafted and
sporadically submitted to other agents or well-known
commercial and independent presses, who, I hope, are
kicking themselves today. At last, after thirty years and
many changes in typing technology, this extraordinary
book found its way to my desk. I hope you’re glad I’ve
gotten it to you. Joseph A. W. Quintela, NYC, 2015

In this wackiest of deadly serious pieces of literature,
Rosenthal creates the universe, re-conceives God, rapes,
murders, gives birth, undergoes transformations, performs
miracles, nearly drowns, commits child-abuse, sustains
child-abuse, crashes a car, creates artworks, throws a party,
has lots of sex, smokes lots of marijuana, makes a daring
escape, gets appointed to high office, cracks jokes, splices
genes, hears voices, develops computerware, receives
mandates, contacts extra-terrestrials, includes fifty-eight
photographs, puns like crazy, and lets you know everything
there is to know about being a contemporary, secular Jew,
an artist, or any cosmopolitan of any ethnicity, or any kind
of human being at all. It certainly can be understood on its
own as a work of pure, rollicking fiction, thumbing its nose
at classroom literary conventions in favor of nursery fable.
But Wish for Amnesia is also the unflinching, philosophical
exegesis of a defined universe. We contemplate human
identity from the vantage of information overload, which,
as Rosenthal correctly predicted in her four previous
books, would begin to change the human mind. And this
sophisticated debut novel also contains some of the most
quotable terminology and sure-fire new memes of any
epoch.

Wish for Amnesia by Barbara Rosenthal. Published by
Deadly Chaps Press, NYC
http://www.deadlychaps.com/novel/
ISBN: Ingram Print & eBook: 978-1-97739-66-9;
Createspace Print: 978-1-97739-75-1

In life, Barbara Rosenthal is a performance and media artist,
a “media poet,” who has inhabited many personas, directing
them variously throughout the world, including as college
professor of diverse subjects in English and Art. But here
in her first novel, these many personas fall back toward one
another on the page. The book opens with a stark image
of two characters falling towards one another on a moving
train. This image stays with me throughout, as I see the
performance being replayed. Characters, scenes, ideas, are
often paired, so veering in and glancing off each other often
result. Much of her work incorporates paired dualities: mind
and body, natural and supernatural, land and water, sea and
sky, male and female, real and unreal, image and text, sight
and sound, speaking and writing, thinking and knowing,
black and white, innocent and corrupt, good and evil, and
plenty of semantic opposites. She says she personally has
only “two time zones: Now and Not Now.” We are lucky to
be here together in Zone Now. But watch out! Most of her
pairs function in triads. “Where are we really now, then?”
she asks.
Much of the work Rosenthal has produced in her fiftytwo years as an artist and writer is still largely unknown
to a wide public, and this book might have been among
them. The materials were loosely compiled by the end of
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In this debut novel, 30 years in the making, the son of
Holocaust survivors develops a Messianic Complex.
Current Award Nominations: Pulitzer Prize in Fiction,
PEN/Robert W. Bingham Prize for Debut Novel, National
Book Award and Pushcart Prize.
Distributors: Ingram; Createspace; SPD Small Press
Distribution. E-book: Ingram
Free full preview: http://issuu.com/deadlychaps/docs/
barbararosenthal_wishforamnesia-dec
Report on ABBE: Artist’s Books Brisbane Event
16th - 17th July 2015, Australia
Sarah Bodman
ABBE: Artist’s Books Event Brisbane, was organised and
hosted by the Griffith Centre for Creative Arts Research,
Queensland College of Art, Griffith University, Brisbane,
Australia. I was extremely fortunate to be invited to this
event by the Griffith Centre for Creative Arts Research
for this two-day event – which actually extended over the
period of a week of artists’ books packed activity through
associated fair, exhibitions and tours of local galleries,
studios and libraries across Brisbane.
The conference event began on Thursday 16th July with a
keynote lecture by Brad Freeman – founder and editor of
the Journal of Artists’ Books (JAB) Chicago. An informative
talk on his own practice with artists’ books and a behind
the scenes tour of the production of an issue of JAB which
produced much printer envy in the audience as we watched
JAB being printed on the centre’s Heidelberg offset press at
Columbia College Chicago. http://bradfreemanbooks.com
Freeman’s talk was followed by a trio of papers:
Considering the Artist’s Book.
Marian Macken (Associate Professor, Department of
Architecture, XJTLU, China) showed examples of books
including Jane Hyslop’s Wild Plants Collected in Midlothian
(2002), and talked about how the format of the artist’s book
is used as a tool for design, concept and dissemination of
projects by students of architecture, as a means of relating
space and also as a finished project piece.
http://academic.xjtlu.edu.cn/arch/Staff/marian-macken

Noreen Grahame of Grahame Galleries + Editions, spoke
about the history of artists’ books and seminal works she
has encountered over the years as a gallerist, which included
Dieter Roth’s Literaturwurst and Ian Burn’s Xerox Book
(1968) amongst others. www.grahamegalleries.com.au
Joel Lardner (Senior Lecturer – Illustration at Arts
University Bournemouth, UK) gave a presentation via
video, which was an inspiring look at the use of the
picture book as a site of contemporary practice for artists/
illustrators. Although he was unable to be there in person,
the video kept us captivated for his talk, featuring plenty of
well-contextualised visual examples from Heinz Edelmann’s
The Yellow Submarine (1968) to contemporary publications
from Nobrow and Flying Eye Books.
http://aub.ac.uk/staff/jlardner
http://joellardner.tumblr.com
Lyn Ashby’s afternoon keynote continued the discussions,
with a presentation on non-linear reading, ranging from
the Gutenberg Bible to his own practice with artists’ books.

internationally, and it was a treat to hear her talk about
projects that had emanated closer to home in Australia.
These included her typographical interventions at the
Museum of Australian Democracy (above), and a recent
collaboration with poet and artist Angela Gardner of
Light-Trap Press (http://light-trap.blogspot.com) for the
work ‘Interference’ (2014) which was also included in the
exhibition Books by Artists on show at QCA’s Webb Gallery.
http://ampersandduck.com
Daniel Della-Bosca (Queensland College of Arts) offered
us an intense glimpse into the world of fractal mathematics
as part of his research into the field of aesthetics, and also
talked about his own practice with 3D printing for the
production of unique bookworks which were also on show
at the artist’s book fair.
Papers on Materiality covered:

These were also on display at the artist’s book fair (above),
where I had time to admire and experience physical works
such as Twenty Minutes and Ideo(t) Grammatica.
www.lynashby.com
Papers on post-literacy followed, with Australian artist
Victoria Cooper discussing the Grafted Image through
works by Brisbane-based artist Lorelei Clark and the
Melbourne-based duo Gracia & Louise.
www.cooperandspowart.com.au
Marian Crawford of Monash University, Melbourne gave a
fascinating talk ‘The News and the Book’ that counteracted
the speed of how we consume news on a daily basis with
the slower pace of letterpress printing artists’ books that
try to somehow come to terms with the atrocities that we
ingest. Alongside this, Crawford cited examples of works
commenting on knowledge and truth held within physical
books, including Korean artist Woojun Chun’s installation
Library at the 53rd Venice Biennale and Cuban artist
Wilfredo Prieto’s Biblioteca Blanca (2004) which is now on
permanent display in The Museum of Old and New Art
(MONA), in Tasmania. www.mariancrawford.com
Caren Florance (Australia National University’s School
of Art, Canberra) spoke eloquently on her research and
collaborations with poetry, poetics and artists’ books.
Florance’s practice (as Ampersand Duck) is well-known
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An energetic and engaging presentation by Gabriella Wilson
((PhD student at QCA) on the collaborative broadsheet The
Equal Standard Broadzine that is distributed locally and
online. https://theequalstandard.wordpress.com
Angela Gardner presented on Text and Typography in
Australian Artists’ Books, including the wonderful ‘Dorothy
Lamour’s life as a phrase book’ by Noëlle Janaczewska,
published by Wayzgoose Press (2006). You can read an
interview by Lawrence Finn with Mike Hudson & Jadwiga

this newsletter can be downloaded at: www.bookarts.uwe.ac.uk/newsletters.html

Deirdre Brollo (University of Newcastle Australia) followed
with a talk on the representation of photography, hands
and the artist’s book, with some great examples including
Sarah McConnell’s ‘Attempts at Making Work’ (2011), Buzz
Spector’s ‘Between the Sheets’ (The Ink Shop/ Olive Branch
Press, 2003) and her own artist’s book ‘Fathom’ (2013) on
the precarious nature of sea voyages. Fathom, as she pointed
out in her talk is also a measurement related to the hand,
historically the total arm span of a human.
Bridget Hillebrand (Monash University) talked about her
artists’ books practice from a very original point of view –
that of her experiences as a rock climber, entailing physical
traces of and responses to the landscape within the artwork.
http://bridgethillebrand.com

Jarvis on their work with Wayzgoose Press at:
http://www.anzprintmaker.com/index.php/Private-Presses/
an-interview-with-the-wayzgoose-press.html
The day’s talks ended with local artist/photographer Doug
Spowart performing a reading of a book which included the
audience being given the book itself to read as he talked. The
book fair was swiftly set up and we then moved on to view
the handling exhibition Books by Artists at the Webb Gallery
downstairs at QCA, which included many great books by
local, regional and national artists from Australasia. Treats
included handling many of the books that we had heard
about in the day’s talks, as well as some beautiful bindings
with Kangaroo and fish skin by Cassandra Lehman Schultz,
and Mr Parry writes to his wife and daughter by Rose Rigley.

Sara Bowen, founder of the International artists’ group
Book Art Object, talked eloquently on artists’ books and
affect theory, handing round examples of physical books for
the audience to peruse and interact with whilst she talked,
which was much appreciated.
http://bookartobject.blogspot.com
In the afternoon, Collaborative Practice presentations
included a warm and entertaining talk by Adele Outteridge
and Wim de Vos of Studio West End, covering their history
of collaboration from 1992, through to their current works
and practice. Jenny Fraser of cyberTribe, an online gallery
project that promotes the work of Indigenous Artists
internationally, presented works including Travelling
Light in relation to the Traditional Owners of the lands
of Queensland and cyberTribe’s use of artists’ books to
overcome cultural oppression.
http://jennyfraser.blogspot.com.au
http://www.cybertribe.culture2.org
Fiona Dempster, Calligraphic and book artist, presented on
collaborative projects with the artist Susan Bowers under
their working title “Pas de deux”. You can see examples of
these book works on her website at:
http://fionadempster.com/gallery/collaborative-work/

The Books by Artists exhibition.

After my own presentation on artists’ books as a physical
site of practice, Friday morning considered The Haptic,
beginning with a talk by artist and the ABBE organiser
Tim Mosely of QCA. Mosely’s paper considered the binary
relationship of optic striated space and haptic smooth space
and discussed examples including Xu Bing’s Book from the
Sky and Ed Ruscha’s 26 Gasoline Stations. Candace Hicks’s
String Theory was shown as an example of the haptic mode
of production and our relationship with material form,
relating centuries of bookbinding practice with how
physical fabric forms part of our lived experience.
Deleuze and Guattari’s principles of directed smooth space
were applied to the artist’s book LKME by Noel McKenna.
http://silverwattlebookfoundry.blogspot.com
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Kym Tabulo presented her book The Drift of Impure
Thoughts in two editions, a finely bound, slipcased version
and a ‘silent abstract graphic novel’ version – both of which
employ a series of abstract images sequentially juxtaposed
to create visual narrative. See more at: http://www.blurb.
com/b/5761710-the-drift-of-impure-thoughts
A plenary session with open audience discussion concluded
the conference part of ABBE, with some great conversations
around the presentations we had seen and future plans for
artists’ books events in Australia – watch this space as it was
an energetic half hour with many suggestions, and I think
things will be moving swiftly ahead!
It wasn’t over yet though, there was still more to come.
Saturday saw a tour of QCA library’s artists’ books display,
a visit to Grahame Galleries and Editions, the artists’
books collection at Queensland State Library and Studio
West End. Then back to QCA for the rest of the day to
spend time at the Artist’s Book Fair which was chock
full of amazing books by Australian artists. It was a great

opportunity to handle and enjoy works by artists whose
books I was familiar with: Lyn Ashby, Caren Florance, Tim
Mosely, Angela Gardner, Studio West End etc. and those
whose work I had never physically seen but had admired
from afar; Marian Crawford, Clyde McGill, Deirdre Brollo,
Brad Freeman who had a table with his own books, and
works by regional artists that were new to me cyberTribe’s
publications, books from QCA staff and students, and a
chance to see the collaborative books of Sue Anderson
and Gwen Harrison. Anderson and Harrison’s books are
exquisitely produced, hand printed and bound large-scale
works whose visual appeal and tactile quality belie the
harrowing contents within. Socially and politically charged,
their books draw the viewer in as they narrate historical,
factual accounts of lives abused and lost in both historical
(Howl For A Black Cockatoo, see page 44 of the BAN for
more info on this book) and present day (Shore of Certain
Happiness) Australia. If you should find yourself with the
opportunity to see these books for yourself you should grab
it with both hands - UK readers, note that Shore of Certain
Happiness, and Dancing Over Dark Waters were acquired
by the British Library in March 2014 for their collection.
You can see a video of Anderson and Harrison’s work at:
http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/world-australia-32429132
The whirlwind of artists’ books activity ended with
two exhibition openings, A Flurry of Leaves at Impress
Printmakers and Tim Mosely’s exquisite solo show
the touching eye at Bosz Gallery (see image below).

STOP PRESS!
The Private Press Today
St Bride Foundation, London
26th October - 20th November 2015

An exhibition of private press books from modern-day
Britain. Featuring work from: Alembic Press • Aragó Press
• Celtic Cross Press • Circle Press • Evergreen Press •
Fleece Press • Grapho Editions • Gwasg Gregynog • I. M.
Imprimit • Incline Press • Inky Parrot Press • Jericho Press
• Old School Press • Old Stile Press • Rampant Lions Press •
Reading Room Press • Redlake Press • Spoon Print Press •
Susan Allix • Whittington Press.
St Bride Foundation
Bride Lane, Fleet Street, London EC4Y 8EQ, UK.
Mon & Fri: 10am-9pm • Tues-Thurs: 6pm-9pm
Sat-Sun: 11am-4pm Free entry. www.sbf.org.uk

For up to date / last minute news…
follow Sarah on Twitter:
@SarahBodman

ABBE in its entirety was a feast for the eyes, ears and hands,
and I was thoroughly delighted to be part of it. I am also
looking forward to seeing what emerges next; I have the
feeling that ABBE was just the beginning of a conversation
with the international field from within Australia, and a
hugely important one at that. For those not as fortunate as
me, the papers presented at ABBE are being put forward
to Freeman’s JAB to be published as a special issue on
Australian Artists’ Books so look out for that as a future
edition. Congratulations to Tim Mosely and all involved at
the Griffith Centre for Creative Arts Research at Queensland
College of Art, for providing a significant platform for
discussion and contextualisation of contemporary artists’
books practice in Australia.
http://artistsbooksbrisbaneevent.blogspot.com
See more report images and a PDF of Artists’ Books as a
Physical Site of Practice by Sarah Bodman at:
http://www.bookarts.uwe.ac.uk/events/abbe-brisbane.html
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UWE Bristol Exhibitions are on show at Bower Ashton
Library. Please check before travelling as opening hours
vary during vacation periods and bank holidays.
http://www1.uwe.ac.uk/library/visitingthelibrary/
openingtimes/bowerashton.aspx
Tel: 0117 3284750 or email: Sarah.Bodman@uwe.ac.uk
NEXT DEADLINE: 11TH OCTOBER FOR THE
NOVEMBER 2015 NEWSLETTER
If you have news, please email items for the BAN to:
Sarah.Bodman@uwe.ac.uk Please supply any images as
good quality RGB jpegs (200 dpi) at 8.5 cm across.
www.bookarts.uwe.ac.uk | Sarah.Bodman@uwe.ac.uk
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